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ABSTRACT

In producing a user interface design to visualize search results for a digital library called Envision [Nowell, France, Hix, Heath, & Fox, 1996] [Fox, Hix, Nowell, et al., 1993] [Nowell & Hix, 1993], we found that choosing graphical devices and document attributes to be encoded with each graphical device is a surprisingly difficult task. By graphical devices we mean those visual display elements (e.g., color, shape, size, position, etc.) used to convey encoded, semantic information.

Research in the areas of psychophysics of visual search and identification tasks, graphical perception, and graphical language development provides scientific guidance for design and evaluation of graphical encodings which might otherwise be reduced to opinion and personal taste. However, literature offers inconclusive and often conflicting viewpoints, suggesting a need for further research.

The goal of this research was to determine empirically the effectiveness of graphical devices for encoding nominal and quantitative information in complex visualization displays. Using the Envision Graphic View, we conducted a within-subjects empirical investigation of the effectiveness of three graphical devices — icon color, icon shape, and icon size — in communicating nominal (document type) and quantitative (document relevance) data.

Our study provides empirical evidence regarding the relative effectiveness of icon color, shape, and size for conveying both nominal and quantitative data. While our studies consistently rank color as most effective, the rankings differ for shape and size. For nominal data, icon shape ranks ahead of icon size by all measures except time for task completion, which places shape behind size. For quantitative data, we found, by all measures, that encodings with icon shape are more effective than with icon size. We conclude that the nature of tasks performed and the relative importance of measures of effectiveness are more significant than the type of data represented for designers choosing among rankings.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION FOR RESEARCH

In producing a user interface design to visualize search results for a digital library called Envision [Fox, Hix, Nowell, et al., 1993] [Nowell & Hix, 1993], we found that choosing graphical devices and document attributes to be encoded with each graphical device is a surprisingly difficult task. By graphical devices we mean those visual display elements (e.g., color hue, color saturation, flash rate, shape, size, alphanumeric identifiers, position, etc.) used to convey encoded information. The result of assigning a new semantic value to a graphical device we term a graphical code or encoding. Graphical codes (or encodings) differ from graphical devices in that the former represent other objects or values, while graphical devices are simply visual elements without semantic content. We use the terms graphical codes and encodings interchangeably.

The challenge for a user interface designer is to choose devices to support the range of tasks users are likely to perform with an application, while also supporting perceptual and individual differences of the user population. Providing access to graphically encoded information requires attention to a range of human cognitive and perceptual activities, explored by researchers under at least three rubrics: psychophysics of visual search and identification tasks, graphical perception, and graphical language development. Research in these areas provides scientific guidance for design and evaluation of graphical encodings which might otherwise be reduced to opinion and personal taste.

Especially useful are rankings of the effectiveness of various graphical devices in communicating different kinds of data (e.g., nominal, ordinal, or quantitative). Mackinlay [1986] provides such rankings, but they have not been empirically validated. Also, recent developments suggest changes to his rankings. Cleveland and McGill [1984] [1985] have empirically validated their ranking of graphical devices for quantitative data. However, we question the relevance of their methods for information visualization designs which resemble scatter plots (e.g., starfield displays [Ahlberg & Shneiderman, 1994], air traffic control displays, and other iconic representations of data) but often support tasks quite different from those for statistical graphs. Literature (see Chapter 2 Related Work) offers inconclusive and often conflicting viewpoints, suggesting that further research is needed.

1.2 CONTEXT OF WORK

Named after Tufte’s book [1990], Envision [Heath, Hix, Nowell, et al., 1995] [Fox, Hix, Nowell, et al., 1993] is a multimedia digital library of computer science literature, with full-text searching and full-content retrieval capabilities, serving computer science researchers, teachers, and students at all levels of expertise. A unique characteristic of Envision, the Graphic View Window (see Figure 1.1) presents each document in a search results set graphically as an icon, while the Item Summary shows a textual listing of bibliographic information for documents whose Graphic View icons are selected by the user. The Graphic View supports users in making decisions about which works to examine in potentially large sets of documents. Since users' perceptual strengths vary and their decision criteria reflect their current information needs, each graphical device in the Graphic View is user-controllable to represent different document attributes as a user desires.
The Envision Graphic View Window is, we believe, the first design that allows users to customize the visualization by choosing the semantics of each graphical device while also constraining users from making choices psychophysical principles indicate are “bad.” Envision is also the first visualization design for which psychophysical principles have served as guidelines in determining data attributes to be represented by each of the graphical devices used. Information encoding options for Envision’s graphical devices were chosen after a thorough review of literature pertaining to visual psychophysics and graphical perception. (A detailed discussion of psychophysical issues in Envision’s user interface design is in Chapter 3.) Thus the Envision user interface design suggests a number of experimental studies.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF EMPIRICAL STUDY

The goal of this research was to determine empirically the effectiveness of graphical devices for encoding nominal and quantitative information in complex visualization displays. The studies (1) provide empirical evidence of the effectiveness of icon color, icon shape, and icon size in conveying both nominal and quantitative data, and (2) provide empirical evidence regarding the effectiveness of psychophysics, graphical perception, and graphical language guidelines for designing information visualization displays.

While much current research related to visualization focuses on exploring psychophysical issues and developing guidelines, it is not clear that following these guidelines does in fact lead to a more usable design, since there have been no studies of systems actually based on these principles. During discussion of related issues at the SIGIR ’95 Workshop on Visual Information Retrieval Interfaces, one researcher specifically commented that it was unclear how research in psychophysics and graphical perception relates to information visualization interfaces. Furthermore, some researchers believe that the experimental conditions necessary to psychophysical research render the results meaningless in “real world” conditions. Since our data were obtained using an actual system in a normal user setting, rather than using only artificial presentations under conditions appropriate only to a psychophysics laboratory, we provide empirical evidence regarding the relevance of research in psychophysics and graphical perception to user interface design. Specifically, our results provide rankings for three graphical devices — icon color, shape, and size — for effectiveness by several measures. Such rankings are fundamental to developing effective graphical languages for information visualization. Comparison of our results to rankings suggested by other authors, along with comparisons among our rankings, provide guidance to designers in choosing among them.

Although we used a digital library as the test bed for experimentation, results are pertinent to any complex visualization display involving large quantities of nominal and quantitative data, including weather displays, command and control information displays, sensor data displays, air traffic control displays, and other target acquisition displays. Information regarding effectiveness of graphical devices is broadly applicable to designers of statistical graphs and iconic displays in determining how to present data to users.
1.4 APPROACH TO RESEARCH

Using the Envision Graphic View, we conducted a within-subjects empirical investigation of the effectiveness of three graphical devices — icon size, icon shape, and icon color — in communicating nominal (document type) and quantitative (document relevance) data. We chose these graphical devices for investigation because of their widespread use in graphs and other displays and their expected power in communication, combined with uncertainty about their actual impact. These graphical devices also have the advantage that they can be used in combination, presenting the possibility of encoding three different document attributes by using all three graphical devices, each encoding a different attribute. Almost all attributes available for visualization are either nominal or quantitative, as the remaining class — ordinal data — is really either quantitative data with lost precision or it is a special arrangement of nominal data. Since we also tested with each graphical device uncoded, the resulting experimental design required 20 different design points, or combinations of graphical encodings. (See table 4.1 for details.) A trial consisted of a single counting identification task performed with a single display.

Presented in SuperCard, each trial used a search results display captured from Envision. Trials were divided between training and measured trials. Since a given design point may present multiple options for information extraction (e.g., drawing on a single graphical code out of several presented, or some combination of codes), tasks were balanced among options, thus enabling us to study interaction of codes with one another.

Participants were undergraduate and graduate students at Virginia Tech. For each design point, 20 participants completed 15 counting identification tasks that required comprehension of the graphical code(s) for completion. Participants were instructed to perform tasks as quickly as possible without sacrificing accuracy. Dependent variables were error rate and time for task completion. Participants also were asked to rate each design point for ease of use and likelihood of choosing to use each visualization, providing two subjective measures. Trials for one design point were completed in five minutes or less, on average. A full description of the experiment is given in Chapter 4.

We also conducted a second experiment to document the discriminability of — or ease of distinguishing between — individual elements (i.e., single colors, shapes, or sizes) from other elements of that code, as well as to document the discriminability of the sets of graphical devices from one another. The design of the discriminability experiment was identical to that for the first experiment, except that it involved only 10 participants and the trials required simple visual search tasks, with no decoding needed. This experiment is also detailed in Chapter 4.

1 SuperCard is a registered trademark of Allegiant.
1.5 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE RESEARCH

Results of this research provide the following contributions:

- Empirical evidence regarding effectiveness of icon size, icon shape, and icon color in conveying nominal and quantitative data, including interactions among them.

- Rankings of icon color, icon shape, and icon size by several different measures of effectiveness.

- Guidelines on choosing among rankings, both those produced by this study and those resulting from other studies.
CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

2.1 PSYCHOPHYSICS OF VISUAL SEARCH AND IDENTIFICATION TASKS

Psychophysics is a branch of psychology concerned with the "relationship between characteristics of physical stimuli and the psychological experience they produce" [Walker, 1988]. Visual search tasks require visual scanning to locate one or more targets [Christ, 1975] [Christ, 1984] [Wickens, 1992]. With information visualization displays resembling scatter plots, users perform a visual search task when they scan the display to determine the presence of one or more symbols meeting some specific criterion and to locate those symbols if present. For identification tasks, users go beyond visual search to report semantic data about symbols of interest, typically by answering true/false questions or by noting facts about encoded data [Christ, 1975] [Christ, 1984]. Measures of display effectiveness for visual search and identification tasks include time, accuracy, and cognitive workload. Studies in the psychophysics of visual search and identification tasks, rooted in signal detection theory pertaining to air traffic control, process control, and cockpit displays, point out significant perceptual interactions among graphical devices used in multidimensional displays suggest rankings of graphical devices [Christ, 1975] [Christ, 1984] described below and A more thorough introduction to signal detection theory is given in Wickens' book [1992].

2.1.1 Unidimensional Displays

Unidimensional displays — those involving a single graphical device — convey a single kind of information, or use one graphical code. Christ's [1975] reanalysis of 42 prior studies revealed that color codes yielded search times as much as 40% less than size, 43% less than either brightness or alphanumeric codes, and 60% less than shapes. Pairwise comparisons were not done, but these results suggest the following ranking of graphical codes by effectiveness, where < signifies faster performance:

\[
\text{color} < \text{size} < \text{brightness or alphanumeric} < \text{shape}
\]

Later experiments with experienced subjects showed that color is the most effective graphical mechanism for reducing display search time, followed by shape, and finally letters or digits [Christ, 1984]. Other studies have confirmed that color is more effective for reducing search times than shape [Smith & Thomas, 1964] [Jubis, 1990], with benefits of color increasing for high-density displays [MacDonald & Cole, 1988] [Louder & Barber, 1984] [Christ, 1975] [Copal, 1979]. Use of shapes too similar to one another actually increases search time [Smith & Thomas, 1964].

Measuring accuracy on identification tasks with unidimensional displays, [Christ, 1975] found that alphanumeric coding gave results as much as 48% better than color coding, while color coding was as much as 32% better than brightness, 176% better than size, and 202% better than shape. Although pairwise analysis was not performed, these results suggest the following order of graphical devices by effectiveness, where < signifies fewer user errors:

\[
\text{alphanumeric} < \text{color} < \text{brightness} < \text{size} < \text{shape}
\]

In later experiments with experienced subjects, Christ [1984] found that digits gave the most accurate results, but that colors, letters, and familiar geometric shapes all produced equal results. However, Jubis [1990] found that shape codes yielded faster mean reaction times than color codes. Luder and Barber [1984] found no significant difference between the codes for identification tasks.
2.1.1.1 COLOR CODING

Perhaps because numerous studies have shown color to be the most effective graphical device for reducing visual search time [Christ, 1975] [Cahill & Carter, 1976] [Carter, 1982] [Bundesen & Pedersen, 1983] [Treisman & Gormican, 1988], we have found far more studies pertaining to color than to any other graphical device used to encode information. These studies focus on the ability to locate and sometimes to count target items in a display, when cued by color name or sample, with or without distracters of other colors present. Some have sought to establish the value of color coding in comparison to other graphical codes (e.g., [Christ, 1975] [Christ, 1984] [Cleveland & McGill, 1985] [Jubis, 1990]), while others have aimed to determine the optimum number of colors and precisely which colors should be used ([Cahill & Carter, 1976] [Carter, 1982] [Smallman & Boynton, 1990]). Other studies [Bundesen & Pedersen, 1983] [Treisman & Gormican, 1988] [Cavanagh, Arguin & Cavanagh, 1990] [Nagy & Sanchez, 1990] [D'Zmura, 1991], not reported in detail herein, focus on identifying the cognitive mechanisms underlying visual search with color coded targets.

2.1.1.1.1 CAUTIONS ABOUT LITERATURE ON COLOR RESEARCH

Literature pertaining to research in color perception presents some special problems. Vocabulary is perhaps the most important problem: while the computer graphics field has standardized terminology for color characteristics [Foley, van Dam, Feiner, & Hughes, 1990], much pertinent research predates the standards and some of it was conducted without use of computers. Thus, depending on the context and author’s background, the words "value," "brightness," and "saturation" may all be used to describe the amount of black or white present, or the placement of a color sample relative to a gray-scale. These words may also have other usage, however, and it is seldom clear in literature which meaning is intended. We have also encountered artists (and others) who use "saturation" to refer to the variable we call "chroma."

Further complications relate to the fact that color itself has three inherent variables: hue, saturation, and brightness. Hue is the pure color which is typically named: red, blue, yellow, green. Saturation refers to the relative darkness or lightness of a color, in comparison to a gray scale. Brightness, used in reference to objects that emit light, refers to the perceived intensity of the object. This term is similar to the use of lightness to describe the intensity of reflecting objects. [Foley, van Dam, Feiner, & Hughes, 1990] [Light Source, 1995] We may also use the term chroma to describe color purity, or the presence or absence of multiple hues. Further, we presume that "hue" is meant when "color" is described, but it is seldom clear in a report that experiments have adequately controlled for all three color variables and that hue is indeed the subject of the investigation.

Studies such as that by Smallman and Boynton [1990] make it clear that separation in color space is also an issue in any test of accuracy, but few studies reported below describe any steps taken to ensure adequate separability. Additionally, it is difficult to determine just which colors were actually used in studies, given the multiplicity of color identification standards and the absence of information relative to any standard in many articles. Finally, studies have been conducted using a variety of color media (colored papers, colored inks or paints, colored lights, colored light filters for projections, color monitors with computers) and it is not at all clear that results generalize from one to the others.
2.1.1.1.2 HOW MANY COLORS TO USE

The number of instances of each graphical device (e.g., how many colors or shapes are used in the encoding) is significant since the number of elements in the code constrains both the number of item categories and the precision of quantitative information that can be communicated via the encoding. That is, if only four colors are used, then only four classifications of objects may be identified by color; if the information conveyed by color coding is quantitative, then the range of values must be broken into at most four sub-ranges. Many studies of color coding in visual search have focused on the number of colors that may be successfully searched or decoded and the necessary differentiation of those colors in color space [Cahill & Carter, 1976] [Carter, 1982] [Bundesen & Pedersen, 1983] [Treisman & Gormican, 1988] [Moraglia, Maloney, Fekete & Al-Basi, 1989] [Nagy & Sanchez, 1990] [Smallman & Boynton, 1990] [D'Zmura, 1991] [Wickens, 1992]. Also, there is evidence that search occurs preattentively and in parallel when the target color is sufficiently different from background/distracter color(s). Exactly what qualifies as "sufficiently different" is a matter of debate and is discussed further below.

Numerous studies have suggested that, under appropriate conditions of color separation and with the number of colors within the cognitive limit, visual search tasks are performed preattentively and in parallel to the point of locating items of the target color, which are then searched serially [Cahill & Carter, 1976] [Carter, 1982] [Bundesen & Pedersen, 1983] [Treisman & Gormican, 1988] [Moraglia, Maloney, Fekete & Al-Basi, 1989] [Nagy & Sanchez, 1990] [Smallman & Boynton, 1990] [D'Zmura, 1991] [Wickens, 1992]. The number of colors in the code thus affects the number of items to be serially searched and therefore the time required.

The benefit obtained by addition of color to a display is limited in part by the number of "noise" or background items which are the same color as the target(s) [Christ, 1975] [Carter, 1982] [Treisman & Gormican, 1988] [Moraglia, Maloney, Fekete & Al-Basi, 1989] [Nagy & Sanchez, 1990]. If more than 70% of the items of the target color are not truly search targets, visual search is slower than it would be in the absence of color coding [Christ, 1975]. It seems that parallel search continues only up to the point of identifying all items of the target color, and then items of that color are apparently examined serially to identify the target, as search time has been shown to increase linearly with the addition of such items [Carter, 1982] [Treisman & Gormican, 1988] [Moraglia, Maloney, Fekete & Al-Basi, 1989] [Nagy & Sanchez, 1990]. Addition of background items not of the target color have been shown to have little or no impact on search time, provided their color is not similar to the target color [Carter, 1982]. If the color of added background items is similar to the target color, search time is increased significantly by their addition [Carter, 1982] [Moraglia, Maloney, Fekete & Al-Basi, 1989] [Nagy & Sanchez, 1990]. (Treisman and Gormican [1988] developed a controversial theoretical model to explain the relationship between serial and parallel cognitive processing of color, the details of which are beyond the scope of this paper.)

Thus the issue is how many colors can be present in the code and still yield acceptable discrimination among them, so that the cognitive advantages associated with color coding are optimized. That some such optimal number exists is evident from the fact that at the opposite extreme from a monochromatic display is one in which every item is uniquely color coded, in which case no color code is operative [Cahill & Carter, 1976].

Conventional wisdom holds that no more than five or six colors should be used in coding a display [Christ, 1975] [Carter, 1982] [Cleveland & McGill, 1985] [Shneiderman, 1987] [Wickens, 1992]. Such guidance is based on some evidence that the added benefits of parallelism in search begin to reverse with the use of more than six colors, so that search time increases with each color added beyond six. Also, Smith [1962] found that most people can identify five to eight colors. However,
other studies suggest that larger codes many be effective. Cahill and Carter [1976] concluded that "On low-density displays (10-20 items) as many as 10 colors can be used, as did Chapanis and Halsey [1956] with trained subjects. Even for high-density displays, probably as many as eight or nine colors could be used without risk" [Cahill & Carter, 1976, p. 280]. Smallman and Boynton [1990] have reported improved performance with up to 14 colors and have evidence to suggest that as many as 18 colors may be processed in parallel for visual search tasks. An early study by Bishop and Crook [1960] reported success using up to 30 different colors.

2.1.1.1.3 COLOR SEMANTICS

The semantic values of color codes have been left largely to convention [Umbers & Collier, 1990] [Rice, 1991] [Wickens, 1992]. Kosslyn [1985] summarized and reviewed five books on the design of graphs, evaluating them for psychological validity, clarity of communication, and so forth. Kosslyn asserts that colors should not be used as codes for quantitative differences. He observes that "Differences in color are more like differences on a nominal scale; shifting from red to green does not result in 'more of something' in the same way as shifting from a small dot to a large one does. Indeed, the best depiction of the psychological similarity-space for colors is not a single line, but a circle...Thus it is difficult to use progressive differences in color to stand for progressive increases or decreases in some quantity...Color is not psychologically ordered along a continuum." [Kosslyn 1985, p. 503].

2.1.1.2 OTHER GRAPHICAL DEVICES

Smith and Thomas [1964] compared three shape codes (i.e., aircraft shapes, geometric forms, and military symbols), each using five distinct shapes. They found significant differences among codes in both accuracy and completion time on a counting task, with military symbols producing fewest errors, followed by geometric forms, and finally aircraft shapes. These effects increased with increases in display density. They observe that while color codes produce better results than shape codes at the code size used (five elements), humans can distinguish far more shapes than colors. Thus, when data require more than the small number of distinguishable colors, shape codes may yield better results.

Perlman and Swan [1993] found that for visual search tasks, texture coding produced reaction times nearly identical to uncoded displays. In a subsequent study, eliminating confounding factors and using a simpler task, Perlman and Swan [1994] found nearly equal search times for color, texture, and density coding (e.g., the value or darkness of the fill color). They note that for the latter experiment, colors used were of equal saturation and equal brightness, implying that the difference in relative effectiveness of the color code in the first experiment resulted from varying saturation and brightness redundantly with varying hue.

In their study of luminance and flash rate, Nagy and Sanchez [1992] found that it is possible to produce luminance codes that yield search rates as fast as those for color. However, they concluded that it is difficult to produce effective luminance codes because the maximum luminance that can be produced on most monitors is quite restrictive. That is, the difference in luminances required to establish a reliably discriminable difference varies between 23% and 33% of the total range, so that luminance coding is probably impractical for use on most color monitors.

Studying four graphical devices (i.e., text style, frame color, border shape, and spatial offset), Swierenga, Boff, and Donovan [1991] found no significant difference in accuracy among spatial
offset, text style, and frame color, but all produced more accurate performance than border shape. Their results for search time were similar.

### 2.1.2 Multidimensional Displays

For *multidimensional displays* — those using multiple graphical devices combined in one visual object to encode one or more pieces of information about one target — graphical codes may be either redundant or non-redundant. A graphical code is *redundant* if the information conveyed by that encoding can also be extracted from another code, while a *non-redundant* code provides the only means of accessing information thus encoded. A redundant code using color and shape to encode the same information yields average search speeds even faster than non-redundant color or shape encodings [Christ, 1984]. Used redundantly with other encodings, color yields faster results than shape, and either is superior as a redundant code to both letters and digits [Christ, 1984]. Jubis [1990] confirms that a redundant or partially redundant code involving both color and shape is superior to shape coding, but approximately equal to non-redundant color coding. For difficult tasks, using redundant color coding may significantly reduce both reaction time and errors [Kopala, 1979]. Furthermore, benefits of redundant color coding increase as displays become more cluttered or complex [Kopala, 1979]. A study using the graphical devices of text style, frame color, border shape, and spatial offset [Swierenga, Boff & Donovan, 1991] found consistently reduced search times and improved accuracy for all redundant codes except border shape, which reduced performance.

#### 2.1.2.1 INTERACTIONS AMONG GRAPHICAL DEVICES

Significant perceptual interactions among graphical devices complicate issues for multidimensional displays. Studies suggest that color coding may interfere with all achromatic codes: evaluating for accuracy, color coding reduces effectiveness of size codes by as much as 29% [Christ, 1975] [Umbers & Collier, 1990], alphanumeric codes by as much as 14% [Christ, 1975 and 1985], and shape codes by as much as 43% [Christ, 1975]. Increasing the number of colors in a display from three to nine decreased the accuracy of identification of digits, as compared to a monochromatic display of digits [Christ, 1975]. Similarly, increasing the number of colors in a display decreased the accuracy of identification of size coded targets. With later experiments of his own, Christ found that "when colours were added to an achromatic display, the subject's performance in identifying and locating achromatic targets may decrease relative to when the display did not contain colours. This interference effect of colours can occur whether the colours are relevant (i.e. part of the target's unique code) or irrelevant" [Christ, 1984, p. 218].

Indeed, Luder and Barber [1984] suggest that color has such cognitive dominance that it should only be used to encode the most important data and in situations where dependence on color coding does not increase risk. Two factors led them to this recommendation: the interference of color with perception of achromatic codes and the presence of monochromatic backup systems, which operators accustomed to color displays are unable to use effectively. Luder and Barber go so far as to suggest that color may have "psychological precedence over shape," so that "The observer may be unable to inhibit the processing of color attributes even when it would be an advantage to do so (i.e., because color is currently inappropriate to the task requirements)" [Luder & Barber, 1984, p. 31]. Where it must be used, they urge that color coding always be used for information that is most directly relevant to the most important task in progress, to minimize the impact of interference.
Interestingly, size and color interact perceptually, so that smaller objects yield less accurate perception of color [Umbers & Collier, 1990]. While we have found no supporting experimental evidence, we believe it is likely that size and shape also interact, causing the shape of very small objects to be perceived less accurately.

2.1.2.2 INTEGRATION VS. NON-INTEGRATION TASKS

Later research [Carswell & Wickens, 1987] [Carswell & Wickens, 1990] [Wickens & Andre, 1992] [Wickens, 1992] [Quinlan & Humphreys, 1987] [Treisman & Gormican, 1988] [Cavanagh, Arguin, & Treisman, 1990] [Treisman, 1991] has focused on how humans extract information from a multidimensional display to perform both integration and non-integration tasks. An integration task requires use of information encoded non-redundantly using two or more graphical devices to reach a single decision or action, while a non-integration task based decisions or actions on information encoded in only one graphical device, though multiple graphical codes are present. Thus, some tasks may require integration of data from multiple graphical encodings while also requiring filtering of other graphically encoded data that are irrelevant to the tasks.

When several attributes of a single perceptual object present information about multiple characteristics or sources, the presentation is an object display [Carswell & Wickens, 1987]. Several studies [Carswell & Wickens, 1987] [Goettle, Wickens & Kramer, 1991] [Jones, Wickens & Deutsch, 1990] [Wickens & Andre, 1990] [Wickens & Andre, 1990] support the principle of compatibility of proximity, which has two components: 1) object displays facilitate integration tasks, especially where graphical devices all convey information relevant to the task at hand; however, 2) object displays hinder non-integration tasks, as additional effort is required to filter out unwanted information communicated by the objects.

2.1.3 Impact of Short-Term Memory

Use of a scatter plot display is affected by short-term memory of users to the extent that users avoid constant reference to a legend, if present. For example, if the display uses a shape code, users probably attempt to recall shapes of interest rather than comparing every possible target to the legend. Research in human memory commonly makes use of a Sternberg task in experiments [Ashcraft, 1989] [Wickens, 1992]. A Sternberg task is a test of human memory capacity. The participant is typically shown a small set (i.e., five or six items) of visual objects (i.e., letter, digits, shapes, colors, etc.) called the memory set, and asked to commit them to memory. The participant is then shown a number of probe items and asked to indicate whether or not each probe item belongs to the memory set. By varying the number, type, and discriminability of items in the memory set, researchers gain insight into characteristics of human memory — in particular, differences in ability to recall various types of information and the speed with which different types of information are recalled [Sternberg, 1966] [Ashcraft, 1989] [Wickens, 1992].

Studies by Cavanagh [1972] and by Schneider and Shiffren [1977], with experiments using Sternberg tasks, found differences in cognitive processing speed for various graphical coding devices. Cavanagh [1972] established the following order, from most to least rapidly processed:

digits < colors < letters < words < nonsense syllables < geometric shapes < random forms

The study also found that codes with faster processing speeds had larger memory spans. Schneider and Shiffren [1977] confirmed the ordering, although with fewer coding devices; they also found a practice effect, so that as experience with the coding devices increased equally, performance differences decreased. Tan [1990] experimented using divided-attention tasks (a tracking task and a Sternberg task, performed simultaneously) and found a difference in ordering by processing speed:

digits < words < letters < colors < shapes
Subjective workload was also monitored and established another order, from least demanding to most demanding code to process [Tan, 1990]:

digits < letters < words < colors < shapes

Tan speculates that the difference in orderings produced by his study is due to the distracting primary tracking task, which placed demands on visuospatial memory [1990]. All these studies report large individual differences in performance, producing different orderings for different users. They also suggest that subjective assessment of difficulty in using a coding scheme may be an important measure in determining usability.

2.1.4 Ranges of Graphical Devices

Psychophysics also provides guidance on the number or range of colors, sizes, shapes, and other devices that may be used in graphical codes. As described above in the discussion of color coding, the number of instances of each device is important, since that number limits the precision, range, or number of values encoded with that device. The conservative recommendation is to use only five or six distinct colors or shapes [Cahill & Carter, 1976] [Carter, 1982] [Nagy & Sanchez, 1990] [Treisman & Gormican, 1988] [Moraglia, Maloney, Fekete & Al-Basi, 1989] [Umbers & Collier, 1990], presumably because that number is within the capacity of most humans to memorize [Miller, 1956] and most humans can reliably distinguish five to eight distinct colors [Smith, 1962] [Umbers & Collier, 1990]. However, more recent research suggests that from 10 [Cahill & Carter, 1976] to as many as 18 [Smallman & Boynton, 1990] colors may be used for search tasks.

We have found no studies that establish a maximum number of shapes or sizes that can be used effectively. We suspect the limiting factors will prove to be related to human memory and to the number of readily discriminable shapes and sizes that can be developed within other limitations imposed on a given system.

2.1.5 Legends

Surprisingly, we have found no discussion of the impact of using legends, either on usable code size or on search speed. Some guidance may be found in studies of human memory for various coding devices. In a discussion related to the number of colors which may be used in a display, Kosslyn [1985] expresses concern about the amount of information conveyed in a key, which the user must memorize or constantly consult. In our opinion, the possible involvement of working memory in the use of graphs and iconic displays potentially explains results which limit color code size to five or six. However, we know of no evidence to explain the use of working memory in visual search or identification tasks.

2.2 GRAPHICAL PERCEPTION

*Graphical perception* is "the visual decoding of the quantitative and qualitative information encoded on graphs," where visual decoding means "instantaneous perception of the visual field that comes without apparent mental effort" [Cleveland & McGill, 1985, p. 828]. Cleveland and McGill stipulate that they are concerned with the perception of such quantitative data as "numerical values of a variable, such as frequency of radiation or gross national product, that are not highly discrete; this excludes categorical information, such as type of metal and nationality..." [Cleveland & McGill, 1985, p. 828]. They identify a number of *elementary perceptual tasks* associated with graph comprehension. These elementary perceptual tasks are not *user tasks*; instead, they are a
fundamental part of the cognitive process of using a display, akin to decoding information represented in a graphical code. Where “>” signifies greater perceptual accuracy and items in parentheses yield equal accuracy, these perceptual tasks are [Cleveland & McGill, 1985, p.830]:

position along a common scale > position on identical but non-aligned scales > length > (angle, slope (with theta not too close to 0, $\pi/2$, or $\pi$ radians)) > area (volume, density, color saturation) > color hue

Density refers to the amount of black that is present, or to gray-scale value. In this context, color saturation appears to mean the amount of hue versus white that is present in a display which is not black and white. We note that this list differs by one task between two publications, with color saturation included in the 1985 publication in lieu of curvature, which appeared in the 1984 article. Cleveland and McGill have empirically verified this ranking through experiments in which subjects were shown two geometric objects of the same type and were asked to determine what percentage the smaller magnitude was of the larger. For the ordering shown above, tasks higher in the list were performed with greater accuracy than those lower in the list. The error of judgment reported is the absolute difference between the judged percent and the true percent of difference.

We find two problems with these experiments. First, in our experience, graphs and graphical displays rarely call for judgments between just two objects. Rather, a large number of objects must typically be scanned to select objects of interest for attentive study. Patterns within the display as a whole may also be of interest. Secondly, we have found no details of Cleveland and McGill’s experiments pertaining to color hue or color saturation, as the published data focus on position, length, and area, to the exclusion of color. We question that adequate precautions were taken to use colors well separated in color space. We are also struck by the difference in the ranking of color hue relative to area and density in comparison with the results presented by Christ’s [1975] studies of visual search and identification tasks. There is also a discrepancy between Christ’s data on brightness relative to color and Cleveland and McGill’s ranking of color saturation as more accurately perceived than color hue.

In a meta-analysis (see her reference list for sources on techniques) of 39 earlier studies of graphical perception, Carswell [1992] evaluates the basic task model for predicting graphical efficiency. Like Cleveland and McGill [1984] [1985], Carswell focuses solely on quantitative data. Her study also yields statistical validation for Cleveland and McGill’s ordering of perceptual tasks. Where “>” signifies greater perceptual and items in parentheses yield equal accuracy, Carswell found the following pattern (p. 550):

position (aligned) > position (non-aligned) > length > (angle, slope) > area > (volume, density, saturation)

2.3 GRAPHICAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Graphical language development is based on the assertion that graphical devices communicate information equivalent to sentences [Mackinlay, 1986a & b], with attention to appropriate use of each graphical device. In his discussion of graphical languages, Mackinlay [1986a] presents rankings of the effectiveness of various graphical devices in communicating quantitative, ordinal, and nominal data about objects of interest (see Figure 2.1). Mackinlay concluded that position is the most effective graphical device for communicating nominal data, followed in order by color hue, shape, length, angle, slope, area, volume, and other attributes for this purpose. For presentation of ordinal data, his ranking of graphical devices is color saturation or density, color,
length, angle, slope, area, volume, and shape. For expressing quantitative data, Mackinlay ranks length, angle, slope, area, volume, density, color saturation, and color hue in this order. Although based on studies of psychophysical research and graphical perception, Mackinlay’s classification and ordering scheme has not itself been experimentally validated [Personal communication at CHI’97].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantitative</th>
<th>Ordinal</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Color Hue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle</td>
<td>Color Saturation</td>
<td>Texture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>Color Hue</td>
<td>Connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Texture</td>
<td>Containment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Connection</td>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Containment</td>
<td>Color Saturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Saturation</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Hue</td>
<td>Angle</td>
<td>Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texture</td>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>Angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Slope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containment</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Volume</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1 — Mackinlay’s Rankings of Graphical Devices

2.4 OBSERVATIONS ON RESEARCH OVERVIEW

Rankings of the accuracy with which various graphical devices are perceived and of the kinds of information effectively conveyed by graphical devices are significant. As Cleveland and McGill [1985] observe, "...data should be encoded so that the visual decoding involves tasks as high in the ordering as possible, that is, tasks performed with greater accuracy" [p.828]. However, we find the theories presented by Mackinlay [1986] and by Cleveland and McGill [1984] [1985], particularly as they relate to color hue, to be at odds with our expectations based on experimental evidence from studies of visual search and identification tasks.

What guidance we have on the types of information best represented by various graphical devices is largely conjectural, with experimental verification [Cleveland & McGill, 1985] that relies on questionable assumptions about use of graphs and graph-like displays. However, the value of a classification system or hierarchy of accuracy, such as those presented in [Mackinlay, 1986] and [Cleveland & McGill, 1985] is evident, in that both human and automated layout artists should use the most appropriate, most accurately perceived graphical devices to communicate information.
Literature makes it clear that no single graphical code works equally well for all users nor does any presentation work well for all purposes. Thus, the challenge for a user interface designer is to choose codes which support the range of tasks users are likely to bring to a system, while also supporting individual differences of the user population. In particular, points of disagreement among studies discussed above offer both design challenges and opportunities for further research. The next chapter discusses how we used graphical devices suggested by these studies in a user interface design for user-controlled visualization of Envision search results and our use of the Envision system as a test bed for empirical studies.
CHAPTER 3. GRAPHICAL ENCODING ISSUES IN DESIGN OF THE ENVISION USER INTERFACE

3.1 TEST BED: ENVISION DIGITAL LIBRARY

The test bed for this proposed research was the Envision multimedia digital library of computer science literature [Fox, Hix, Nowell, Brueni, Wake, Heath, & Rao, 1993] [Heath, Hix, Nowell, Wake, Averboch, Labow, Guyer, Brueni, France, Dalal, and Fox, 1995] [Nowell 1997] [Nowell & Hix, 1993] [Nowell, France & Hix, 1997] [Nowell, France, Hix, Heath, & Fox, 1996]. Named after Tufte’s book [1990], Envision provides full-text searching and full-content retrieval capabilities and serves computer science researchers, teachers, and students at all levels of expertise.

To determine user needs for Envision, we conducted intensive interviews with potential users, all established researchers in computer science and information science. We encouraged "blue sky" thinking to discover system capabilities interviewees long for that are not readily available in modern libraries, on-line or otherwise. While it has been shown that the "perfect 30-item on-line search" is not a realistic goal [Bates, 1984], interviewees nonetheless told us they fear being overwhelmed by vast results sets. Users wanted to home in on the document space relevant to their immediate interests and explore that space in many ways. Accordingly, Envision's vector-space retrieval system [Fox, France, Sahle, et al., 1993] [Salton, Wong & Yang, 1975] uses statistical pattern matching to determine document similarity to queries, returning relevance-ranked results sets containing only documents with highest relevance to each query.

Beyond ready access from their offices, chief among interviewees' wishes was the ability to identify and explore patterns in the literature. Some asked for visual representations, while others wanted ways to see connections not visible with current tools. Thus, while initial planning for Envision did not call for development of an information visualization system, we turned to visualization in attempting to meet user needs. We have limited our efforts to two-dimensional visualization so that Envision is accessible on most current desktop systems. Development proceeded iteratively, with extensive usability evaluation involving a wide range of participants throughout Envision's development life cycle.

3.2 GRAPHICAL DEVICES USED IN VISUALIZATION

Envision's visualization design is the Graphic View Window, shown in Figure 3.1 with its related Item Summary Window and small Query Window. The Graphic View resembles a number of other designs — all using displays resembling a scatter plot for visualization of non-hierarchical data — including Bead [Chalmers & Chitson, 1992], FilmFinder [Ahlberg & Schneiderman, 1994], VIBE [Olsen, Korfhage, Sochats, et al., 1993], and SemNet [Fairchild, Poltrock & Furnas, 1988]. Each document in an Envision search results set is shown in the Graphic View as an icon. In Figure 3.1, the circular “bubbles” in the Graphic View represent single documents, with relevance ranking numbers shown as labels below the circular icons. For example, in Figure 3.1, see icon numbers 44 and 45 in the top two rows.

Figure 3.1 — Envision’s Search Results Display, Showing Small Query, Graphic View, and Item Summary Windows. (Link to page 17 — Fig3_1.gif — 33K)
Elliptical icons represent sets of documents whose icons collide, or fall at the same location in the graph, with the number of documents represented shown inside the ellipse. The labels below these “cluster icons” show rankings of the two most relevant documents in the cluster. For example in Figure 3.1, see the elliptical icon in the second row, where author is Ralph P. Hill. This icon represents three documents of equal relevance, the most relevant of which are ranked 32 and 33.

The Item Summary, near the bottom in Figure 3.1, shows a textual listing of bibliographic data for documents whose Graphic View icons are selected by the user, indicated by bold outlines as shown in Figure 3.1, e.g., documents with icon number 1, in the third row. Item Summary text lines are related to their icons by icon label. Because graphical encoding issues were not a concern in the design of Envision’s Query Window, it is not discussed herein.

The Graphic View design gives users control over the semantics of six graphical devices:

- icon position along the x-axis and y-axis,
- the alphanumeric label associated with each icon,
- icon color (saturation, for gray-scale monitors),
- icon shape, and
- icon size.

Since users’ perceptual strengths vary and users’ decision criteria reflect their current information needs, each graphical device is user-controllable to represent different document attributes as a user desires. The flexibility of Envision’s Graphic View enabled us to experimentally validate a rich variety of graphical devices. Our design decisions regarding these graphical devices and their relationship to graphical encoding issues are described in Section 3.4.

### 3.3 DOCUMENT ATTRIBUTES FOR VISUALIZATION

Envision provides access to several document attributes which might be graphically encoded:

- author names,
- publication year,
- index terms,
- estimated relevance to query (a probability expressed decimally as a percentage),
- relevance rank (an integer), signifying where the document would fall in a list ordered by relevance,
- Envision database document ID, and
- document type (e.g., book, journal article, proceedings article, video, hypermedia, etc.).

All attributes available for visualization are either nominal or quantitative, as the remaining class — ordinal data — is really either quantitative data with lost precision or it is a special arrangement of nominal data. Table 3.1 summarizes our decisions about which document attributes were encoded with each graphical device in Envision, indicating which were originally implemented and which were included explicitly for our study (as discussed in Section 3.5).
Table 3.1 — Document Attributes Available for Visualization, With Chosen Graphical Devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Attribute</th>
<th>Graphical Device</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Icon Label</th>
<th>Icon Color</th>
<th>Icon Shape</th>
<th>Icon Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author Name</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Year</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Terms</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Est. Relevance</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance Rank</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document ID</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Type</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Implemented  * Added for Study

3.4 VERSION 1 OF ENVISION

In the paragraphs that follow, we detail design constraints and decisions implemented in the first version of Envision. These choices are represented by solid bullets in Table 3.1. Because shape and size encodings were not implemented at the time of Envision usability evaluation, we defer discussion of those graphical devices to section 3.5, where we also discuss use of color to encode document type.

3.4.1 Position Encoding

Largely because of its power as an encoding device [Cleveland & McGill, 1984] [Cleveland & McGill, 1985] [Mackinlay, 1986], position of a document icon relative to the x- or y-axis represents more document attributes than any other graphical device in the Graphic View: author names, publication year, index terms, estimated relevance, or relevance rank. Figure 3.1 shows author names on the y-axis. Relevance to the query is usually the most important attribute of each document in a results set. Since position is the most accurately perceived encoding [Cleveland & McGill, 1984] [Mackinlay, 1986], it is natural to display relevance in terms of position on the x- or y-axis, or redundantly on both. Captions on the ends of each axis, such as "Most Relevant" and "Least Relevant," clarify the semantics of position in these cases. (See x-axis in Figure 3.1.) Other quantitative attributes of documents, such as number of sources cited, times cited, or document size, might also be readily encoded as position on an axis, but these values are not currently reported by the Envision database.

Some important attributes of documents, such as author names, index terms and publication years, cannot be readily represented by graphical devices such as color or shape because these encodings allow too few instances to be displayed at once. Textual icon labels could convey author names or index terms, but the length of these text strings requires greater spacing between icons, reducing the number of icons visible at once and thus limiting the ability to show patterns in the display. Variability of string length also greatly complicates the task of automating graph layout. Mackinlay's classifications suggest that position is the most effective graphical device for
conveying all types of information. Since research in graphical perception also shows that position on a common scale is the most accurately perceived graphical device (and psychophysical evidence offers no contraindications), Envision can display author names and index terms as x-axis or y-axis headers in the Graphic View. Figure 3.1 shows author names on the y-axis.

### 3.4.2 Alphanumeric Label Encoding

Since the icon label serves as a link to related textual descriptions in the Item Summary, icon labels must be unique to avoid confusion. Thus, some document attributes that might otherwise seem appropriate for labels are not acceptable for that purpose. For example, publication year is a consistently short string that could be displayed as an icon label, but publication year is highly likely to be non-unique, so it is available for display only as x-axis or y-axis headers. Figure 3.2 shows publication year on the x-axis. Within a single search results set, relevance rank is unique for each document and is the default icon label (the small numbers below the circles in Figure 3.1). A document's Envision database ID, while not inherently interesting to users, provides a convenient means to compare results of two searches. Since document ID is a short, unique character string, we allow the user to choose it as an icon label. Because of our requirement for uniqueness, the only document attributes used as icon labels are relevance rank and Envision database identification number (ID).

### 3.4.3 Color Encoding

As discussed in Chapter 2, researchers differ widely on the impact of color coding. Mackinlay [1986] ranks color hue very low relative to area and density for conveying quantitative and ordinal data, while Christ [1975] [1984] affirms the power of color coding to facilitate visual search and identification tasks. Christ's [1975] [1984] data on brightness relative to color also disagrees with Cleveland and McGill's [1984] [1985] ranking showing color saturation to be more accurately perceived than color hue. Further, while some researchers assert that color does not form a psychological continuum and should not be used to convey quantitative information [Cleveland & McGill, 1985] [Kosslyn, 1985] [Wickens, 1992], others find color works well as a continuum for continuous variables [Umbers & Collier, 1990]. Given the ongoing debate, our design decisions on use of color coding follow. We began with a decision to treat color as an icon single attribute, rather than as either a composite of hue, saturation, and brightness, or as varying percentages of red, green, and blue, as used in some research [Ware & Beatty, 1988]. This decision allowed us to work within a wider range of stimuli and reduce reliance on hue alone, so that color-impaired users are better supported.

#### 3.4.3.1 Color as a Continuum

Color coding is regularly used as a quantitative continuum on displays such as television and newspaper weather maps that convey temperature variations. Christ [1984] reports that increased experience and familiarity with any graphical encoding increases its effectiveness. Since color codes yield the most rapid visual search and relevance is a likely document characteristic for provoking search tasks, Envision uses a color continuum to show ranges of document relevance. Eventually, color will also be used to show ranges of other quantitative attributes — document size, number of sources cited, and times cited.
3.4.3.2 SEMANTIC VALUES OF COLOR

The semantic value of color has been largely left to convention [Umbers & Collier, 1990] [Rice, 1991] [Wickens, 1992]. The warm-to-cool color continuum is familiar because of its conventional use in weather maps, where warmer colors represent higher temperatures. Furthermore, childhood games use "warmer" to mean being closer to a search target, while "colder" means being farther away. Also, recent research [Merwin & Wickens, 1993] suggests that users have less difficulty understanding a blue-green-yellow scale than other color patterns for encoding continuous data. Accordingly, Envision's warmer colors represent higher relevance values and cooler colors signify less relevance. Envision uses a warm bright orange to represent more-relevant documents, a dull "temperature neutral" green to represent those of medium relevance, and cool pale blue to represent less-relevant documents (see Figure 3.1.). When users mark a document relevant, its icon color changes to a vibrant warm red, while documents marked not relevant are represented in white, the color of the background, to attract less attention (see Figure 3.3). Separation of these colors was tested informally with several participants prior to any use of Envision for this experimental study. To accommodate users with color impairments, the value of colors in Envision is adjusted so that a scale from darkest to lightest is evident and a gray-scale version is available.

Mackinlay [1986] suggests that color hue is second only to position in conveying nominal data, when the number of possible attribute instances is small enough. Psychophysical evidence agrees, while the issue is irrelevant to graphical perception. Envision uses color to show document type, a relatively small attribute range (e.g., journal article, proceedings article, and book). However, the number of colors in the code is currently limited to between five and ten, as suggested by literature [Cahill & Carter, 1976] [Christ, 1984] [Wickens, 1992]. This number is too small for color to represent wide-ranging nominal attributes such as author names or index terms.
3.5 VERSION 2 OF ENVISION — ENHANCEMENTS TO SUPPORT EMPIRICAL STUDY

Our review of psychophysics and graphical perception (see Chapter 2) suggests that some graphical devices produce slower response times and more errors when used to encode a particular data type (e.g., icon shape to show relevance, or icon size to show document type). Accordingly, these visualizations were not originally planned for Envision. However, since a primary purpose of this research was to test such assumptions, those visualizations were included in the empirical study. For encodings expected to perform poorly, we made every effort to devise the most effective code possible for use in the experiment and these designs were implemented in a separate version of Envision. Encodings in this group include use of icon shape to encode relevance and use of icon size to encode document type. We also designed three other encodings that were originally planned for Envision but were not implemented when the project ended; these included use of icon size to encode relevance, color to encode document type, and shape to encode document type. Discussion of these designs follows.

As we added visualizations, other changes were needed, as well. In particular, the layout of the Graphic View control/legend space changed to accommodate added legends for icon shape and icon size. The modified legend may be seen in Figure 3.2, which shows the Graphic View Window from version 2 of Envision, designed specifically to support this research. Another change that may be seen in Figure 3.2 is the absence of cluster icons. Because cluster icons are not subject to either shape or size encoding, it was necessary to remove this feature for the research version of Envision. Without the cluster icons, only the most relevant document of a group that would all appear at the same point on the graph is shown. The less relevant documents from the group are simply “dropped” from the results set, which is not an acceptable condition for actual use.

3.5.1 Constraints in Design

We chose to use only three instances of each graphical device because of the need to maintain distinguishability among individual instances of each graphical device when it represented nominal data (i.e., document type). The Envision design limits the maximum size of icons in order to maximize the number of icons that may be displayed simultaneously, supporting the goal of allowing users to perceive patterns in the collections and results set. The minimum size of icons is also limited by the need to allow colors and shapes of icons to be accurately perceived. After some trial-and-error experimentation, we concluded that, within size limits, only three icon sizes could be readily distinguished. To avoid confounding due to variations in the number of instances comprising each graphical code, we also limited our color and shape codes to three instances each. Of necessity, therefore, icon color was limited to three colors to convey document type and three colors to convey document relevance, while icon shape was limited to three shapes to convey document type and three shapes to convey document relevance.
Several other constraints were applied during icon design, chiefly to avoid confounding by use of other graphical devices sometime used in codes (e.g., orientation, texture, etc.). First, when size is uncoded, we made all icons for a shape code approximately the same area. When size is coded, we made all icons for a given size category (e.g., small, medium, or large) approximately the same area, though some variance was allowed because of differences in perceived area of various shapes. For example, if icon size conveys document type and icon shape conveys relevance, it is possible to have three sizes of each shape. Second, we made all icons have a true vertical orientation, rather than allowing various degrees of slanting, which is sometimes used as another graphical device.

3.5.2 Shape Encoding

Icons designed for using shape to convey document type were bitmaps and had additional constraints: equal numbers of black pixels were required for all three shapes and likewise for the area that would show fill color. When icon size is used to encode relevance, the three bitmaps of each size were the same area and had the same constraints on dark and light pixels.

Designing mnemonic icons to convey document type was unexpectedly difficult because the three document types by far the most prevalent in Envision are books, journal articles, and proceedings articles — all predominantly text. The icon we designed for books presents the spine of the book to the user, with the cover rotated into the third dimension so that the pages are turned away. Dark lines down the spine and across the cover suggest text for title and author. For journal articles the icon is essentially a rectangle that is much wider than it is tall, suggesting an open journal. The “pages” shown include dark lines representing text and open boxes to represent plates or figures. A rectangle of the same size, but turned 90 degrees to sit vertically, is used for the proceedings article icon. It has bold dark lines to signify a title and two columns of lighter lines to represent text. Figure 3.3 shows an enlargement of one Graphic View cell, in which all three shapes are shown. Figure 3.4 shows the Graphic View legend, including the legend for shape as document type. The icons we designed are thus more similar in shape than might be possible in a more varied database, but we suspect this problem is common in many settings (e.g., aircraft cockpit displays, target acquisition systems, etc.) where a variety of closely related, similar objects must be presented.

Shape has been said to be inappropriate for encoding quantitative data because shape does not form a natural continuum [Cleveland & McGill, 1984] [Kosslyn, 1985]. However, we believed that shape might be an effective code for conveying quantitative data if a continuum of shapes could be established in the legend. Accordingly, we used five-pointed stars for documents in the top 30 percent by relevance, diamonds for the middle 30 percent of documents by relevance, and upward pointing triangles for the 40 percent of documents of least relevance. Figure 3.5 shows an enlargement of a Graphic View cell, in which all three shapes for relevance are shown.

Figure 3.3 — Enlargement of Envision Graphic View Cell, Showing Colors and Shapes for Document Type. (Link to page 25 — Fig3_3.gif — 17K.)

Figure 3.4 — Envision Graphic View Legend, Showing Shape, Color, and Size Codes Used to Convey Document Type. (Link to page 26 — Fig3_4.gif — 17K.)

Figure 3.5 — Enlargement of Envision Graphic View Cell, Showing Colors and Shapes for Document Relevance. (Link to page 27 — Fig3_5.gif — 17K.)
Figure 3.6 shows the Graphic View legend, including the legend for shape as document relevance.

![Envision Graphic View Legend, Showing Shape, Color, and Size Codes Used to Convey Document Relevance. (Link to page 29 — Fig3_6. gif — 17K.)](image)

The breakdown into these relevance categories was selected to ensure a reasonably equitable distribution of the various shapes to support our experiments. This distribution also reflects relative user disinterest in documents of lower relevance ranking within a set and is used in all encodings of relevance in the experimental version of Envision. Thus, we used easily distinguishable geometric shapes with decreasing numbers of points and sides as a code for conveying relevance (quantitative data). Informal evaluation of these design decisions always resulted in comments by observers such as “Stars are best, aren’t they?”

For the shapes used to encode relevance, areas varied by no more than five percent — a variability necessary to achieve perceptual equality in area and because of deviations caused by floating point round-off. All three geometric shapes were the same height, except when size was used as a code. In this case, the small geometric shapes were all the same height and approximately the same area. The same was true for the middle size and the large size, though the height and area increased for each of these.

One pre-test observer commented that the upward pointing triangle used to convey least relevance seemed wrong to him, in that its upward thrust gave it a meaning of increasing value. In response, we tried inverting the triangle. The resulting downward pointing triangle seemed both larger and more powerful, though its size remained the same. Also, the inverted triangle seemed unstable and was therefore distracting. Accordingly, we returned to the upward pointing triangle, relying on the legend to clarify the meaning for users.

### 3.5.3 Color Encoding

We required colors used to represent document types to meet three conditions: 1) they had to be easily distinguished from each other, 2) they could not be colors used elsewhere in the Envision design, and 3) they could not be so saturated as to make it impossible to perceive internal detail if used as fill colors with the icons used for document type. Thus pale blue, mossy green, bright orange, red, and white were eliminated because of use in the relevance color code and for marked icons, while colors such as wine red, royal blue, and purple were too dark to use as fill colors. We arbitrarily selected bright pink for books, French blue for journal articles, and lime green for proceedings articles. Figure 3.3 shows the colors used to encode document type. Figure 3.4 shows the Graphic View legend, including the legend for color as document type.

### 3.5.4 Size Encoding

Documents have a size attribute and use of that size seemed the reasonable approach to assigning sizes to document types for a size-as-type code. Thus, books, which are usually longer than both journal articles and proceedings articles, were assigned the largest size. Journal articles are commonly longer than proceedings articles and were assigned the middle size. And proceedings articles, typically the shortest of these publications, were assigned the smallest size. Figure 3.7 shows an enlargement of a Graphic View cell, with size encoded and shape uncoded. The same three sizes are used for both type and relevance. Figure 3.6 shows the Graphic View legend, with size as document type.
In designing for use of size to convey relevance, we assumed that documents of most relevance are those users most want to locate, so the largest sized icons were assigned to the top 30 percent of documents by relevance. The next 30 percent of documents by relevance received the middle shape, and the bottom 40 percent received the smallest shape. Figure 3.6 shows the Graphic View legend, with size as document relevance. This is the same partitioning used when shape or color encodes relevance.

During pilot testing, discussed further in Chapter 4, all three participants commented that it was easy to distinguish between the small and middle sized circles used when shape is uncoded, but that it was difficult to distinguish between the middle sized and large circles. We responded by increasing the diameter of the largest circles by two pixels, the maximum allowed by our icon density and cell size constraints. Interestingly, participants in the experiments remarked that it was easy to distinguish between medium sized and large icons, but that it was now very difficult to see the difference between small and medium icons.
Thus far, we know of two efforts to classify tasks performed using an information visualization interface to a document database or library system such as Envision, both presented at workshops. The first of these, by Dubin [1995a], centers on the VIBE interface [Dubin 1995b] [Olesen, Korfhage, Sochats, Spring, & Williams, 1993] and does not generalize well to other systems, including Envision. More recently, the FADIVA (Foundations for Advanced Information Visualization) workshop at the ACM SIGIR ‘96 (the Association for Computing Machinery’s Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval) conference in Zurich, Switzerland, began developing a list of tasks supported by the visualization interfaces familiar to the group (personal communication from Mark Rorvig, workshop co-chair, July, 1997), which is thus far unpublished.

Using Envision, visual search tasks are performed when users attempt to determine if a document icon meeting a specific requirement is present in the results display; success is possible only if that requirement is represented by one of the graphical devices. Identification tasks are performed when a graphical device (e.g., icon shape or color) communicates nominal data about documents in the Graphic View and an Envision user attempts to locate items of a particular type. Envision users perform graphical perception tasks when making comparative judgments about two documents based on icon attributes after those icons are located, as well as when accessing detailed information from the Graphic View about a specific document once its icon is located.

The Graphic View supports users in making decisions about which works to examine in potentially large sets of documents, as well as providing support for detecting patterns in a results set. In particular, the design facilitates integration tasks that are difficult to accomplish using the textual results lists provided as search results by most digital libraries and online public access catalogs (OPACs). For example, usability evaluation (discussed further in Section 3.7) has shown that users of Envision can readily locate the three most relevant works by a given author, the number of highly relevant works published in a given year, or the distribution over publication years of works indexed by a particular term.

Since users’ perceptual strengths vary and their decision criteria reflect their current information needs, each graphical device in the Graphic View represents different document attributes upon user choice. To better support non-integration tasks (see Section 2.1.2.2) such as finding the most relevant document, three graphical devices — color, size, and shape — may be effectively neutralized by making them uniform for all icons. All graphical devices may be used to redundantly express relevance, the document characteristic we anticipate to be of greatest interest. Encoding information non-redundantly using different graphical devices creates an object display, supporting integration tasks such as finding the most relevant document by a specific author.

Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.8 through 3.12 show results of a single Envision search in a variety of layouts, revealing different characteristics of the set in each layout. The query used for each of these figures was “user interface management system; UIMS” in the title field.

Researchers interested in comparing publication patterns among authors might choose the layout in Figure 3.8, showing authors on the y-axis and publication year on the x-axis. This display is fairly sparse, reflecting the reality of publication patterns in the topic and collection, but it presents much information about each document. Using this layout, in which icon shape and color encode document type, the user who believes that journal articles contain more significant work than proceedings, or that proceedings articles are more likely to contain cutting-edge research, can distinguish these items from books, which might contain more in-depth coverage. The layout uses
icon size and label to show document relevance. Redundant encodings of this kind aid in quick, reliable perception of important features [Carswell & Wickens, 1987] [Wickens & Andre, 1990]. There are thus a total of four characteristics revealed for each document included in the figure (e.g., author, publication year, document type, and document relevance), yet the display remains aesthetically pleasing and uncrowded.

Figure 3.8 — Envision Graphic View with Author on the Y-Axis and Publication Year on the X-Axis. Color and Size Encode Document Relevance, While Shape Encodes Document Type. (Link to page 34 — Fig3_8.gif — 33K.)

A user seeking more terms to use in query revision might choose the layout in Figure 3.9, with assigned index terms on the y-axis and publication year on the x-axis. Document relevance is encoded redundantly in icon color and size. Clustering of relevant documents by different index terms may reveal relationships among the categories. Pairing index terms with either author or publication year in the Graphic View (not shown) can reveal other commonalities among indexed topics.

Figure 3.9 — Envision Graphic View with Index Terms on the Y-Axis and Publication Year on the X-Axis. Color and Size Encode Document Relevance, While Shape is Uncoded. (Link to page 35 — Fig3_9.gif — 33K.)

The utility of visualizing index terms obviously depends on the quality of indexing. Envision currently visualizes only index terms or keywords that have been assigned by authors or editors — clearly a major limitation, especially since our vector-space search system does full-text searching. Furthermore, both prevalence and quality of assigned index terms vary widely among segments of the collection, from copious to completely absent, and from controlled descriptors through ordinary language to cryptic abbreviations. Additionally, since Envision currently visualizes only one index term per document (the first listed), neither the full range of assigned terms nor the true amount of overlap among them is available to users. Visualizing multiple index terms per document presents a number of usability problems, discussed in Section 3.8 and Chapter 6.
In a different layout, putting publication year on the y-axis and estimated relevance on the x-axis, as in Figure 3.10, creates a graphic picture of increasing research within a topic area. Icon color again shows document relevance, so that icons for the most relevant documents are orange and further right than other icons. In this display, the user has marked the documents represented by icons 1 and 3 are useful, turning the icons red, while icon 23 is white, signifying the document has been marked not useful.

Finally we present two configurations that allow the user to view the entire results set without scrolling. In the first (Figure 3.11), both x- and y-axes have been set to show estimated relevance. This layout is particularly useful for studying relative relevance of documents in the set. The display reveals drop-offs in the estimates, giving an information retrieval researcher insight into performance of the underlying search engine on the query, and allowing typical end-user to pick a highly ranked subset to examine.

Figure 3.12, which also shows the entire results set, presents document type on the x-axis and estimated relevance on the y-axis. Relevance is also encoded redundantly in icon color, shape, and size. Putting relevance on the y-axis rather than the x-axis invokes a different metaphor: that the most relevant items, like cream, are rising to the top. Giving users control over layout allows them to choose comfortable metaphors. This may be one reason that users report high satisfaction with the Envision interface.

We have described user tasks with the Graphic View in terms of perceiving patterns in a results set. There are many more patterns users might seek with different combinations of Envision’s graphical codes, as any combination may be meaningful to some user. Of course, users will also use Envision to obtain detailed information about one or more documents and to compare items of interest, using additional information available in the Item Summary Window and by viewing documents.
3.7 ENVISION USABILITY EVALUATION

In our early cycles of usability evaluation of the Envision user interface, we were specifically concerned with proof of concept: Did users understand relationships among the windows and the graphical objects within them? Did users make sense of the complex display, based on graphical devices used in the design, and find this a desirable way to view search results?

Using a SuperCard prototype for our earliest usability evaluations, participants performed benchmark tasks (e.g., finding three works published by a given author in a specified year, locating the title and author of the most relevant work) and then responded to 28 subjective questions. Results were excellent for most of the 42 objective measures of usability. Average task completion times equaled or bettered our planned usability goals for 13 of 16 measures of time. For 14 counts of errors and 12 counts of Help usage, all measures met our usability goals. For 26 of the 28 subjective questions, the average user response was positive, on a scale of -3 to +3. Both negative responses pertained to the Help system, which was present in only rudimentary form at the time of our usability evaluation. Further, all participants were strongly positive in their evaluations of the design concept. They liked the variety of information presented visually in the Graphic View and the constrained flexibility offered for customizing search results layout. All commented positively on the power the Envision interface provides to the user. No participants had any difficulty in recognizing relationships among the windows and objects in them. Minor changes to the Graphic View design resulted from the evaluations, such as changing one label from plain text to bold and revising the layout of control buttons. Additional details of that evaluation are in [Nowell & Hix, 1993].

For a later second cycle of usability evaluations, we used the X-Windows implementation of Envision. In addition to evaluating changes resulting from earlier prototype evaluations, we focused on features that were not fully implemented in the prototype: controlling the number of items in the results set, changing icon attribute semantics, and more extensive exploration of relationships among the windows. Five computer scientists (one faculty, two graduate students, and two undergraduates) each were given a one-page “Getting Started” handout and were allowed ten minutes to explore Envision’s features before performing 11 tasks. A typical task required the participant to create a query meeting specified criteria, have Envision complete the search, and then use Envision’s search results display to locate documents fulfilling various requirements. To ensure that participants used various aspects of the Graphic View, some tasks required participants to change the semantics of icon attributes (e.g., “change the x-axis setting to show publication years”), while for other tasks the various icon semantics were left to participant discretion. A description of a sample task is shown in Figure 3.13. Use of the Item Summary window was required for some tasks, but many others could be completed using only the Graphic View. Upon completion of all tasks, users were given time for additional free exploration of the system. Throughout each evaluation session we recorded verbal protocol and critical incidents.

Four of the 11 tasks were designated as benchmark tasks for objective measurement of user performance. Three benchmark tasks focused on initial use of a design element, while the fourth studied learning curve. Performance measures included task completion time, number of errors, and number of questions asked (since the on-line Help system was not yet implemented). For task completion time, our goal was that mean participant time should not exceed the time required for one of the interface designers to complete the same task. For the initial task using a particular feature, we aimed for a mean error count and a mean number of questions equal to 0.2 — allowing for only one of the five participants to experience difficulty. Using the Graphic View, participants made no errors, asked no questions, and all required less time than expected to
Still working with your second set of search results,

a. Change the graphic view so that the x-axis label shows the years in which works were published.

b. Point to the icon for the most relevant work by Shneiderman.

c. Tell me in what year the work was published.

d. Change the Graphic View so it again shows relevance on the x-axis.

Figure 3.13 — Sample Task Using the Graphic View

complete the benchmark tasks—to our delight, surpassing the performance of an Envision designer.

Upon completion of the 11 tasks, each participant completed a questionnaire of 14 questions, with a scale of -3 (least satisfactory) to 3 (most satisfactory). A typical question is shown in Figure 3.14. The lowest mean response was 1.6 for a single question. Mean responses of 1.8 and 2.2 were each received for 2 questions, while mean responses of 2.4 and 2.6 were given for 4 questions each. The question shown in Figure 3.14 received a mean response of 3 for the main question, 2.6 for 7.a, and 2.4 for 7.b. The mean rating over all questions was 2.3.

7. The Graphic View Window and its iconic representation of search results are useless –3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3

7.a overwhelming –3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3

7.b confusing –3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3

Figure 3.14 — Sample Item from Usability Evaluation Questionnaire
3.8 CURRENT STATUS, LIMITATIONS, & FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF ENVISION

The Envision database currently contains approximately 100,000 bibliographic records, 700 full-text articles, and 16,000 scanned pages. One hypertext and one video document are also available for experimentation. In addition to basic retrieval tasks, the user interface provides capability to explore patterns in the collection, visualizing such information as number of works published annually by an author or the number of works associated with an index term.

We plan further usability evaluation to determine the desirability of allowing users to change the document characteristic represented by an icon attribute during use of the display. That is, what happens to user performance when users are allowed to change layout semantics? Given results of our latest usability evaluation and other studies [Carswell & Wickens, 1987] [Wickens & Andre, 1990], we expect some temporary loss of speed and accuracy in use of the display immediately after users change the layout.

Issues of scalability pertain to the size of results sets the Graphic View can display. We have tested the current version with results sets as large as 500 documents. We found that for some icon attribute settings (e.g., authors on the y-axis and index terms on the x-axis, not shown), the display is quite sparse, reflecting the need for a “zoom” feature that is planned but not yet implemented. Zoom will allow users to see a larger area of the scatterplot in less detail or a smaller area in greater detail. Ideally, the Graphic View could then be used as a browser for the entire collection, allowing users to zoom in on selected areas of interest.

Full use of Envision’s Graphic View requires access to a number of document characteristics that are infrequently available in a bibliographic database or library system, such as document size, the number of citations contained in a work, and the number of times a document has been cited in other works. Even when these characteristics are represented in the database in some form, a visualization may be difficult or misleading. Visualizing document size appears to be a straightforward matter, dependent on page count, word count, or storage required. However, in a multimedia database, none of these is a consistent indicator of time required to use different types of works. For example, a video that can be viewed in five minutes may occupy more storage space than a book, and may have no word or page count. Some means of converting raw size values to a meaningful common scale is needed.

Visualizing “times cited by others” also presents challenges. We are developing a database of citation links for Envision that will ultimately provide not only the number of citations but hypertext links among related documents. Even so, our database will only provide information about citation links among documents in the database — a small percentage of the total number of documents about computer science. Since a visualization of “times cited by others” will show only citations from works in our collection, works heavily cited by publications not in the collection may appear to be less significant than they are. Accessing a citation index might be a solution to this problem.

One of the more interesting issues we are exploring is presentation of multi-sets — those instances when a single document belongs to multiple categories on either axis. For example, a document frequently has more than one author and is usually assigned more than one index term. Yet presenting multiple icons for one document has the potential to greatly increase display clutter, and we have questions about such a display: How will users respond when selecting or marking one
icon causes several others to highlight or change color because they represent the same document? What about a document that occurs both as a single icon and as part of a cluster?

During usability evaluation and demonstrations of Envision, users have told us they especially like the flexibility and power of the Graphic View, and they want many more visualizations. For example, we have been asked to reveal who cites whom by placing citing author on one axis and cited authors on the other — thus depicting communities of discourse, as users requested during our initial interviews. Musicians want to visualize by genre, style, and instruments required. For a medical collection, visualizations might present key symptoms, effectiveness of medications suggested per symptom, risk of drug interactions, etc. This user feedback, even more than success in formal usability evaluation, convinces us that library systems have much more to visualize than query-document similarity or semantic content and that the Envision Graphic View is a powerful, flexible design for increasing the range of characteristics visualized by a retrieval system.
CHAPTER 4. EMPIRICAL STUDY

4.1 OVERVIEW

Using the Envision Graphic View, we conducted a within-subjects empirical study of the effectiveness of three graphical devices — icon size, icon shape, and icon color — in communicating both nominal (document type) and quantitative (document relevance) data. These are the major independent variables in the experiment. We chose these graphical devices for investigation because of their widespread use and expected power in communication, combined with uncertainty about their actual impact. It is also possible to combine these graphical devices within a single icon, creating a multi-dimensional code that conveys more information about each document. Prior studies [Mackinlay 1986] [Christ, 1984] [Cleveland & McGill, 1985] [Carswell, 1992] support the conclusion that other graphical devices used in Envision — position on the x-axis and y-axis, and the alphanumeric icon label — yield highly accurate responses and rapid reaction times. Other graphical devices (e.g., flash rate, luminance or brightness, texture, sound, angle, etc.) were not tried in the Envision user interface design because of evidence of limited effectiveness, as described in section 2.1.1.2.

Because the ability to distinguish among the elements of a code affects the time required to complete tasks, we also conducted a second experiment to measure the discriminability of code elements. For this experiment, five sets of graphical devices were tested: the set of colors used for document relevance, the set of colors used for document types, the set of geometric shapes used for relevance, the icons used for document type in the shape code, and one set of sizes used for both document relevance and type. For each set, other icon attributes were used in their “uncoded” value, so that circles were used to test colors and sizes, and the medium green used for the “uncoded” color was the fill color used for both type and relevance shapes and for the multiply sized set.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Table 4.1 (Graphical Encodings for Each Design Point, with Distribution of Tasks) summarizes the experimental design and data collection. Each of the three graphical devices was used three ways — uncoded (i.e., held constant), representing document type, and representing document relevance. In all cases, the semantics of the x-axis, y-axis, and icon label remained constant: the x-axis showed publication year (quantitative data) and the y-axis showed index terms (nominal data), while icon label showed Envision database ID. Specifically, we studied the following design points, or combinations of graphical encodings:

- six unidimensional graphical codes. (See design points 1-3 and 8-10 in Table 4.1; i.e., icon color representing document type with icon shape and size uncoded, icon shape representing document type with icon color and size uncoded, icon size representing document type with icon color and shape uncoded, and in like manner with each graphical device representing document relevance.)
- six redundant two-dimensional graphical codes. (See design points 4-6 and 11-13 in Table 4.1; i.e., color and shape both representing document type with size uncoded, color and size both representing document type with shape uncoded, shape and size both representing document type with color uncoded, and in like manner with each pair of graphical devices representing document relevance.)
two redundant three-dimensional graphical codes. (See design points 7 and 14 in Table 4.1; i.e., icon color, shape, and size all representing either document type or document relevance)

six non-redundant two-dimensional graphical codes. (See design points 15-20 in Table 4.1; i.e., all possible combinations of one graphical device uncoded, with one graphical device representing document type and one representing document relevance).

Thus we have 20 different design points. For example, design point 1 uses icon color to represent document type, with icon shape and icon size both uncoded, as shown in Table 4.1.

We limited our graphical devices to three instances for each graphical code:

- three icon sizes (small, medium, and large),
- three icon shapes (for quantitative data: triangles, squares, and five-pointed stars; for nominal data: mnemonic icons based on selections from [Horton, 1994]), and
- three icon colors (for quantitative data: bright yellow-orange, green, and pale blue; for nominal data: bright pink, blue, and lime green).

4.2.1 Method: Experiment 1

4.2.1.1 PARTICIPANTS

For the first experiment, participants were 20 graduate and undergraduate students at Virginia Tech. Participants were recruited by email messages sent to two mailing lists, including a request that the message be forwarded to any interested parties. Participants were evenly divided between men and women, and were also of varying races and nationalities. Their majors ranged across a broad spectrum of disciplines at Virginia Tech: English, Psychology, Mathematics, Animal Science, Business Administration, Chemistry, Statistics, and Computer Science, to name a few. Participants were paid $15.00, with a bonus of $5.00 if all tasks were completed. All participants completed all tasks.

The recruiting message stipulated that participants would be self-reported to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal color vision. However, we accepted one participant who volunteered the information that he had amblyopia (lazy eye). We also accepted one participant who volunteered the information that he had a learning disability affecting use of symbols. We chose to accept these two participants because both are successful students and we believe their limitations exist in the Envision user community, so including them meets our commitment to “real world” conditions. We also observed that their performance during the experiment was within the bounds established by other participants.

4.2.1.2 TIME REQUIRED OF PARTICIPANTS

Pilot testing was conducted with three participants. One participant completed all trials for all 20 design points and related paperwork in under two hours. Two other participants each completed all trials for four design points and related paperwork, averaging 4.5 and 6.5 minutes per design point. Based on these results, we proceeded with an experimental plan that required only one session of under 2.5 hours per participant. This plan offered the advantage of increasing the probability of all participants completing all design points.
Table 4.1 — Graphical Encodings for Each Design Point, with Distribution of Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Point</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Icon Color</th>
<th>Icon Shape</th>
<th>Icon Size</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Rel.</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$C_T$</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$S_T$</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$Z_T$</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$C_TS_T$</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$C_TZ_T$</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$S_TZ_T$</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$C_TS_TZ_T$</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$C_R$</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$S_R$</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$Z_R$</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>$C_RS_R$</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>$C_RZ_R$</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>$S_RS_R$</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>$C_RS_RZ_R$</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>$C_TS_R$</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>$C_RZ_S_T$</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>$C_RZ_T$</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$C_RS_T$</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>$S_RS_T$</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>$S_RS_Z_T$</td>
<td>Uncoded</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second column of Table 4.1 shows symbols used to represent various encodings in figures and discussion that follow. Large letters represent the graphical device used (e.g., C for color, S for shape, and Z for size) and subscripted letters represent the type of data (e.g., $T$ for document type, $R$ for document relevance) encoded in the graphical device. Thus $C_T$ signifies color representing document type. If a graphical device is not represented in the symbol for the design point, the graphical device was uncoded.
4.2.1.3 PLATFORM AND MATERIALS

All search results displays presented to participants were captured as a screen dump from Envision. These screen dumps and related tasks were presented to participants using a program written in SuperCard\(^2\). Using screen dumps displayed through SuperCard, instead of Envision itself, offered several advantages. First, using screen dumps prevented participants from inadvertently altering experimental conditions by changing the Graphic View layout during the experiment, as they might if using Envision itself. Second, using screen dumps eliminated reliance on the network connection required by Envision’s distributed system. Use of the network and server would have introduced unpredictable load factors that could have affected system performance, making accurate timing of participant responses far more difficult. In addition, SuperCard has built-in functions that facilitate timing, accurate to the nearest sixtieth of a second.

Our SuperCard control program ran on an Apple Power Macintosh 9500 running System 7.5.2, with 32 megabytes of RAM and virtual memory enabled. The display was an Apple high-resolution color 20-inch monitor with automatic degaussing. Resolution was 1152 x 870 at 75 Hz, and pitch was 0.31 millimeters. The system was powered through an American Power Conversion Back-UPS 450 to ensure consistent conditions.

Individual monitors do not display colors consistently over time; they vary slightly from hour to hour and considerably from day to day. To minimize the impact of such monitor “drift,” we recalibrated the monitor prior to beginning each session of the experiment, using the ColorTron II colorimeter from Light Source (© 1995, Light Source Computer Images, Inc.). The ColorTron II was itself recalibrated daily following the manufacturer’s instructions. For monitor calibration, our target white point was 9300° Kelvin, standard for Macintosh color displays, and the target gamma was 1.8. Across all calibrations, the mean measured white point was 7785.83° Kelvin and the measured gamma was 1.70.

Various monitors display radically different colors in response to the same red-green-blue (RGB) input. Thus, to communicate the colors actually used in our experiments, immediately after each recalibration of the monitor, we recorded the CIELUV colorspace coordinates for each color used in Envision’s color codes. The mean values for these coordinates are shown in Table 4.2. The CIELUV color space is a color description system developed by the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE, or International Commission on Illumination), the international standards authority for color science, in 1976. The LUV color space is intended to be perceptually uniform, meaning that the distance between two colors in the coordinate space reflects human perception of the difference between two colors [Travis 1991] [Foley et al., 1990] [Light Source, Inc. 1995]. Given the CIELUV coordinates and an appropriate color calibration system, other researchers will be able to reproduce colors used these experiments.

\(^2\) SuperCard is a registered trademark of Allegiant, Inc.
### Table 4.2 CIELUV Coordinates for Colors Used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Name (&amp; Use in Our Study)</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orange (Most Relevant)</td>
<td>74.20</td>
<td>78.33</td>
<td>98.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Green (Medium Relevance)</td>
<td>76.87</td>
<td>-24.54</td>
<td>23.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pale Blue (Least Relevance)</td>
<td>93.40</td>
<td>-16.40</td>
<td>-18.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink (Books)</td>
<td>71.83</td>
<td>67.69</td>
<td>-32.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Blue (Journal Articles)</td>
<td>72.69</td>
<td>-21.62</td>
<td>-81.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime Green (Proceedings Articles)</td>
<td>85.34</td>
<td>-15.60</td>
<td>97.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisque (Control Space Background)</td>
<td>93.40</td>
<td>14.18</td>
<td>28.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2.1.4 TASKS

In the first experiment, a trial consisted of a single information extraction (counting identification) task performed with a single display. For each design point, all 20 participants completed 15 counting identification tasks that required comprehension of the graphical encoding for completion. There were three training trials, followed by 12 and measured trials for each design point. A trial (task) began with presentation of one task description, presented in a small window at the bottom of the 20-inch monitor.

Each task required counting icons that represented documents matching specified criteria, where the necessary data were encoded only in the graphical devices being studied. For this experiment, the task description took the form of a question such as “How many icons represent documents that are journal articles?” where the journal article document type was encoded in icon shape.

We used counting identification tasks because the type of display scanning required for counting identification tasks, which require locating all icons that match given criteria, is very similar to the behavior of users of complex information visualization displays like Envision’s Graphic View. Furthermore, counting identification tasks have greater potential to reveal minute differences in the time required for humans to process encoded information than locating a single icon, as might be required for a simple identification task.

Counting identification tasks also support study of interactions among graphical devices. In particular, filtering searches of multidimensional displays could be studied. As discussed in Chapter 2, these are searches in which more than one type of information (i.e., type and relevance) might be encoded in each single icon, but only part of that information (i.e., type or relevance) is sought. For filtering (or disjunction) tasks, the possibility exists that a visually dominant graphical
device such as color will cause only icons that include that device as part of the target condition to be selected. For example, if icon color represents document relevance and icon shape represents document type, participants who were asked how many icons representing documents of a specific type are shown might count only the most relevant documents of that type. With accurate responses requiring perception of all icons that match the task condition, we expected the likelihood of detecting such perceptual interference to be substantially increased.

Tasks for the experiment did not require use of either position encoding and the meaning of these codes remained constant, with the x-axis showing publication year (quantitative data) and the y-axis showing index terms (nominal data). This context was included because such context information is inherent in the Envision user interface, as it is in other complex visualization displays. Similarly, no tasks required use of icon labels, though these are always present in Envision. Typically, icon labels show document relevance rank during normal use. However, to avoid confounding because of redundancy with codes being tested, icon labels showed Envision document ID for all design points.

For design points 15 through 20, a given design point presents multiple options for information extraction (e.g., drawing on a single graphical code out of several presented for filtering tasks, or some combination of the graphical codes for integration tasks). Accordingly, tasks were balanced among these options, enabling us to study interaction of graphical devices with one another. (See Table 4.1, where the rightmost three columns show distribution of tasks among the kinds of data represented.) For example, when both type and relevance were encoded in one display, three types of tasks were included in the study:
1) integration tasks, requiring use of both encodings, (e.g., “How many icons represent books of medium relevance?”)
2) filtering tasks requiring use of document type only (e.g., “How many icons represent journal articles?”), and
3) filtering tasks requiring use of document relevance only (e.g., “How many icons represent highly relevant documents?”).

For each non-redundant two-dimensional design point (design points 15-20 in Table 4.1), there were four integration tasks, and four filtering tasks each for document type and relevance. The total number of icons counted for each category of task (e.g., filtering for type, filtering for relevance, or integration) equaled $33\pm1$. This balance was necessary for us to be able to compare results among the different categories of tasks, so that differences in time for task performance reflect perceptual differences, rather than differences in numbers of icons counted.

4.2.1.5 PROCEDURE

Participants were instructed to perform tasks as quickly as possible, without sacrificing accuracy. Participants were instructed to read the task description from the screen and then press the Return key. This initiated a trial, causing the relevant Graphic View screen dump to be displayed, the timer started, and the text insertion cursor moved to an answer field. The participant then performed the task by counting icons that matched the condition specified in the task description, typing a number in the answer field, and pressing the Return key, at which point the timer stopped, the screen dump window was closed, and the trial ended. The participant pressed the Return key again, activating a “Next Question” button, to signal readiness for the next trial. For each trial, time to task completion was recorded in a SuperCard database field, along with the response. On completion of all 15 tasks for a design point, we asked the participant to mark a form, rating that design point for ease of use and for the likelihood of selecting that visualization if they needed the information it encoded.
Dependent variables were accuracy and time for task completion. The order in which participants experienced design points was systematically varied and counterbalanced to reduce any learning transfer. However, within each design point, tasks were ordered the same way for all participants. Task order was controlled so that no two consecutive tasks required counting of the same target color, size, shape, or combination thereof.

Given correct answers, the total number of icons counted in all measured trials for each design point in the first experiment was 100 ± 2. These were evenly distributed among document types and levels of relevance for unidimensional and redundant codes (design points 1-7 using type and design points 8-14 using relevance).

We were also careful that all three document types were represented in the displays and in tasks performed, so that the number of icons counted for each document type equaled 33 ± 1 for the first 7 design points. Similarly, the number of icons counted for each level of relevance (i.e., most relevance, medium relevance, and least relevance) equaled 33 ± 1 for design points 7-14. This practice parallels our use for design points 15-20 of 33 ± 1 filtering tasks for type, 33 ± 1 filtering tasks for relevance, and 33 ± 1 integration tasks, as discussed above. Again, the balance ensures that difference in time to task completion are attributable to the code as a whole, instead of to differences in number of items counted or ease of counting some particular shape, color, or size.

4.2.2 Method: Experiment 2

4.2.2.1 PARTICIPANTS

For the discriminability experiment, participants were 10 graduate and undergraduate students at Virginia Tech, meeting the same conditions described above. Eight of them also completed the first experiment. No perceptual abnormalities were reported in this group. They were paid $6.00 for one half-hour session.

4.2.2.2 TASKS

For this discriminability experiment, a trial consisted of a single visual search task performed with a single display. For each trial, the participant was asked to count the icons in the display that matched a target icon, so that no information decoding was required—participants simply looked for icons that matched the target. The questions presented on the screen were basically of the same form used in the first experiment, but a target icon was shown rather than providing a text description of information to be decoded. For example, a trial might ask the participant to answer the question, “How many are _____ ?” where the underlined space in this example held a pink circle of medium size in the display on the screen.

For each design point, 10 participants completed 18 visual search tasks for completion. There were three training trials, followed by 15 measured trials for each design point. Measured trials were balanced so that the total number of icons counted was evenly distributed among the three elements of each code (e.g., the three colors or shapes or sizes), ensuring comparability among mean times to task completion. For each element, the number of icons counted was 33 ± 1.
4.2.2.3 PROCEDURE

Participants were instructed to perform tasks as quickly as possible without sacrificing accuracy. Dependent variables were accuracy and time for task completion. Again, the order in which participants experienced design points was systematically varied and counterbalanced to reduce any learning transfer. However, within each design point, tasks were ordered the same way for all participants. Task order was controlled so that no two consecutive tasks required counting of the same target color, size, or shape.
CHAPTER 5. RESULTS OF EMPIRICAL STUDY

As described in Chapter 4, dependent variables in both the experiments were error rate and time for task completion. Collection of objective data was automated using SuperCard. Timing was accurate to the nearest sixtieth of a second, beginning with presentation of the Graphic View screen dump and ending when participants entered their responses. Time to task completion and the participant response (numeric answer to the task question) were recorded in a SuperCard database for subsequent analysis. Subjective participant ratings for ease of use and likelihood of selecting the visualization for a given design point were collected on marked forms after completion of trials for each design point, constituting third and fourth dependent variables.

We analyzed data with three goals in mind:
1) to examine effectiveness in conveying both nominal and quantitative data by icon color, icon shape, and icon size; and if differences in effectiveness were statistically significant, to develop rankings of icon color, icon shape, and icon size based on their effectiveness in conveying both nominal and quantitative data;
2) to examine effectiveness of redundant graphical codes, with both double (two graphical devices) and triple (three graphical devices) redundancy, in comparison to unidimensional encodings (using a single graphical device) for nominal data and for quantitative data; and if differences in effectiveness were statistically significant, to develop rankings of redundant graphical codes for conveying both nominal and quantitative data; and
3) to examine interactions among icon color, icon shape, and icon size when used in non-redundant two-dimensional codes, both for integration and filtering tasks.
Rather than performing a specific test to address each goal, we used a series of analyses that addressed the three goals together, as described in the following sections.

5.1 ANALYSIS FOR MEAN TIME TO TASK COMPLETION

Time for task completion is a continuous variable. We plotted the data for time to task completion for each of several design points and observed that normality was tenable. For each participant at each design point, we constructed one value for mean time to task completion. For both unidimensional and redundantly encoded design points, this value was the mean time across the 12 measured trials. For non-redundant two-dimensional design points (15-20), we constructed four values for time and error rate — one overall value for all measured trials, one for the four filtering tasks dealing with type, one for the four filtering tasks dealing with relevance, and one for the four integration tasks. These values were constructed as above, except that for the filtering and integration groupings we averaged over four trials for time.

We performed separate analyses of variance for each of three groups of design points: points 1-7, encoding only document type in the icon design; points 8-14, encoding only relevance; and design points 15-20, encoding type in one graphic device and relevance in another, with the third uncoded. For each group of design points, we began with a repeated-measures one-way anova, which was significant at the 0.0001 level in each case, even after reduction of degrees of freedom according to the Huynh-Feldt criterion.

Technically, multiple range tests to determine all pairwise differences should also employ reduced degrees of freedom, but in our analyses the degrees of freedom had very little effect on critical values. Accordingly, instead of reducing the degrees of freedom, we employed the more rigorous
approach of using Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test at the 1% level of significance. For each group of design points, this multiple range procedure tests each pair of means for equality, while allowing only a 1% chance of Type I error in the entire collection of pairwise comparisons.

5.1.1 Design Points 1-7, Conveying Document Type

Comparing results for mean time to task completion among the three unidimensional graphical codes (i.e., for nominal data: color representing type with shape and size both uncoded [CT] versus shape representing type with color and size both uncoded [ST] versus size representing type with color and shape both uncoded [ZT], as shown in Table 4.1.), we expected to find significant differences among the means. Based on findings in the literature, we expected that color would yield the best mean time, followed by shape, with size last.

Evaluating the impact of redundant graphical codes (i.e., using two or more graphical devices to represent the same document attribute, with other graphical devices uncoded, in design points 4-7), we expected to find that redundant graphical codes yield faster mean times to task completion than those for unidimensional codes. Among two-dimensional redundant graphical codes (i.e., color and shape both representing type with size uncoded [CTS] versus color and size both representing type with shape uncoded [CTZT] versus shape and size both representing type with color uncoded [STZT]), we expected to find the most effective redundant code to be composed of the two graphical devices that yielded the best performance as unidimensional codes, yielding significantly lower mean time to task completion than the other two-dimensional redundant codes. Since we expected icon color and shape to form the two most effective unidimensional codes, we expected to find that the redundant code using both icon color and shape to convey type (CTST, with size uncoded) would be significantly more effective than the other redundant codes. We also expected to find that the triply redundant code [CTSTZT], in which three graphical devices all represent the same document attribute, yielded the fastest time of all.

We rejected the null hypothesis that all 7 codes yield equal mean times to task completion (F = 21.19, p = 0.0001) and proceeded to the multiple range test, the results of which are shown in the figure below. In the figure, times and design points sharing a common underline are not significantly different. Times are in “ticks,” or sixtieths of a second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Point:</th>
<th>C_T</th>
<th>C_TZ_T</th>
<th>C_TS_TZ_T</th>
<th>C_TS_T</th>
<th>S_TZ_T</th>
<th>Z_T</th>
<th>S_T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Time:</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering:
Mean Times for Codes Conveying Document Type (Nominal Data)
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 92
With the risk of Type I error at 1% (alpha = 0.01), Tukey’s HSD (Honestly Significant Difference) [Schulman 1992] test showed all four codes involving color to require similar mean times to task completion, but to be significantly faster than the mean times for all codes not involving color. The color code alone (CT) produced the fastest mean time, followed by the redundant code with both color and size as type (CTZT), then the triply redundant code for type (CTSZT), and last the redundant code with both color and shape as type (CSTS), though the differences among these four are not statistically significant. The remaining three codes are ordered with the redundant code using both shape and size as type (STZT) first, followed by size as type (ZT), with shape as type (ST) last, though again the difference among these three is not significant.

The rankings below summarize results of the Tukey’s HSD ordering. In the rankings, “<” represents statistically significant difference, while “≤” reflects non-significant difference.

### Ranking of Unidimensional Codes Conveying Document Type (Nominal Data), Based on Time:

Color < Size ≤ Shape

### Ranking of Redundant Codes Document Type (Nominal Data), Based on Time:

Color&Size ≤ Color&Shape&Size ≤ Color&Shape < Shape&Size

We expected to find significant performance benefit from redundant encoding, but that was not the case. Any code involving color produced a mean time approximately equal to that for color alone. To our surprise, the size code yielded slightly better mean time as a unidimensional code than did shape, an effect that was also apparent in results for redundant codes, for which the combination of color and size yielded faster performance than color and shape.

Our rankings for unidimensional codes parallel those of Christ [1975]. However, they differ from Mackinlay’s (1986) rankings for nominal data which suggest the following order:

Color < Shape < Area

(Note that Mackinlay uses the term “area” to identify the same icon attribute that we call “size.”)

This suggests that the tasks our participants performed were closer to the counting identification tasks studied by Christ than to those studied by Mackinlay.

Previous studies, including those by Christ [1984], Jubis [1990], and Kopala [1979], found that redundant codes significantly reduced the time required for visual search tasks, especially when the redundant code uses both color and shape. Our finding that redundant codes involving color do not yield faster mean times than use of color alone is at odds with those findings. This may be due to differences in colors used in the studies.
5.1.2 Design Points 8-14, Conveying Document Relevance

Virtually identical analysis was performed with mean times to task completion for design points 8-14, conveying relevance, with analysis of variance again leading to the conclusion that the codes do not all require equal mean times to task completion ($F = 42.10, p = 0.0001$). Results of the Tukey’s HSD test are shown below. As before, times and design points sharing a common underline are not significantly different. Times are in “ticks,” or sixtieths of a second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Point:</th>
<th>CRZR</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>CRSR</th>
<th>CRSRZR</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>SRZR</th>
<th>ZR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Time:</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>581</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.2 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering:
Mean Times for Codes Conveying Document Relevance (Quantitative Data)
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 57

With the risk of Type I error at 1%, Tukey’s HSD test produced three groupings by effectiveness, with the significantly faster first group again including all codes involving color and the slower second group consisting of both codes using shape but not color. Surprisingly, the third group contains only the unidimensional code using size, which produced faster results than shape among codes conveying document type, as shown in the previous Tukey table.

The ordering of these groups is slightly different from that for the type codes. In the first group, we find the fastest mean time from the redundant code with both color and size as relevance ($C_RZ_R$), followed by the code with color alone as relevance ($C_R$), then the redundant code with both color and shape as relevance ($C_RS_R$), with the triply redundant code fourth ($C_RS_RS_RZ_R$), though differences among these mean times are not significant. In the second group, the code with shape ($S_R$) alone as relevance leads, followed by the redundant code with both shape and size as relevance ($S_RS_RZ_R$), and the code with size alone as relevance ($Z_R$) is last.

The rankings below summarize results of the Tukey’s HSD ordering. In the rankings, as before, “<” represents statistically significant difference, while “≤” reflects non-significant difference.

Ranking of Unidimensional Codes Conveying Document Relevance (Quantitative Data), Based on Time:
Color < Shape < Size

Ranking of Redundant Codes Document Relevance (Quantitative Data), Based on Time:
Color&Size ≤ Color&Shape ≤ Color&Shape&Size < Shape&Size
This ordering differs significantly from those suggested by literature. Mackinlay (1986) suggests that for quantitative data,

\[
\text{Area} < \text{Color}
\]

and that shape is unsuitable for encoding quantitative data. Mackinlay’s rankings for these graphical devices parallel those of Cleveland and McGill (1985). Our results also differ from those predicted by Christ (1975), who ranks these devices as follows:

\[
\text{Color} < \text{Size} < \text{Shape}
\]

We believe our rankings differ from those of Mackinlay and from Cleveland and McGill because the perceptual tasks users performed in our experiments are closer to the counting identification tasks studied by Christ than to the graphical perception tasks studied by Cleveland and McGill, whose work influenced Mackinlay. We also believe that the shapes used in our code for relevance are more readily distinguished than those used in the earlier studies Christ reanalyzed, resulting in improved performance.

### 5.1.3 Design Points 15-20, Conveying Both Document Type and Document Relevance

Two-dimensional graphical codes may be either redundant (e.g., color and shape both representing document type) or non-redundant (e.g., color representing document type and size representing relevance). Redundant two-dimensional graphical codes have already been discussed in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. Analysis of non-redundant graphical codes (all six possible combinations of one graphical device uncoded, with one graphical device representing document type and one representing document relevance) were again based on anovas and multiple range tests, supplemented in some instances by linear contrasts.

For the first analysis of these data, we used the mean time for completion of all 12 tasks involving each design point, combining the results of integration tasks with those for tasks filtering for relevance and those for tasks filtering for type. Once again, we rejected the null hypothesis that these six codes yield equal mean times to task completion ($F = 40.99$, $p = 0.0001$) and proceeded to the multiple range test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Point:</th>
<th>$C_T S_R$</th>
<th>$C_T Z_R$</th>
<th>$C_R S_T$</th>
<th>$C_R Z_T$</th>
<th>$S_T Z_R$</th>
<th>$S_R Z_T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Time:</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.3 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering: Mean Times for 2D Non-Redundant Codes for All 12 Trials  
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 119
Tukey’s HSD test showed once again that all four codes involving color yield significantly faster times than either of the achromatic codes. The order produced shows $C_T S_R$ first, followed closely by $C_T Z_R$, with $C_R S_T$ third, and $C_R Z_T$ fourth. Differences among mean times for these four codes are not significant. Design point $S_T Z_R$ stood alone behind the first group, requiring significantly more time for task completion, while design point $S_R Z_T$, is not what we might expect from earlier results, which indicated no significant difference between shape an size in conveying document type, but showed shape to be more effective than size in conveying document relevance.

### 5.1.3.1 Filtering Tasks with Non-Redundant 2D Codes

Non-redundant two-dimensional graphical codes were also compared with unidimensional codes to investigate possible interference in filtering tasks. For example, with design point $C_T S_R$, tasks may require only the type information encoded with color, perception of which may be affected by encoding document relevance in shape. Similarly, perception of the document relevance information encoded in shape may be affected by the use of color to convey document type. Our analysis required two anovas, one using mean times for all trials from design points 1-7 conveying only document type, along with mean times from the four trials filtering for document type with design points 15-20, and another anova using mean times for all trials from design points 8-14 conveying only document relevance, along with mean times from the four trials filtering for document relevance with design points 15-20. Details of these analyses follow.

For the analysis using mean times filtering for document type, we again rejected the null hypothesis ($F = 15.43, \ p = 0.0001$) that the 13 design points yield equal mean times and proceeded to multiple range tests. With alpha = 0.01, Tukey’s HSD revealed a complex pattern of statistical significance.

![Figure 5.4 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering: Mean Times for All Codes with Tasks Involving Document Type (Nominal Data) Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 162](image)

All six codes using color to convey document type form a group yielding the fastest mean times, led by $C_T Z_R$ and ending with $C_T S_R$, including $C_T$. Thus, we find no interference with perception.
of color as type when either shape or size is used to encode relevance. The sixth grouping includes \( S_T \), \( C_RS_T \), and \( S_TZ_R \), showing no interference in perception of shape as document type when either of color or size is used to encode document relevance. The sixth group also includes both \( Z_T \) and \( C_RZ_T \), suggesting that perception of size as document type is not hindered by encoding document relevance in color. However, design point \( S_RZ_T \) stands alone in yielding the slowest mean time for tasks involving document type, suggesting that use of shape to encode document relevance interferes with perception of size as document type. With this single exception, we found no interference in perception of document type among color, size, and shape used in combination to convey both document type and document relevance.

The anova comparing the two-dimensional nonredundant codes, using only the tasks involving filtering for document relevance, with the seven unidimensional and multidimensional codes for document relevance, led us to reject the null hypothesis that all these design points yield equal mean times \((F = 15.18, p = 0.0001)\). We then moved to the multiple range test. With alpha = 0.01, Tukey’s HSD again revealed a complex pattern of significance, though with fewer groupings than for nominal data.

The first grouping includes \( C_R \), \( C_RS_T \), and \( C_RZ_T \), showing no interference in conveying relevance with color when using either shape or size to encode type. The fourth grouping includes both \( S_R \) and \( C_TS_R \), showing no hindrance in perceiving shape as document relevance when using color to encode document type. However, \( S_RZ_T \) is not in any grouping with \( S_R \) and yielded the slowest mean time, suggesting that use of size to encode document type interferes with perception of shape as document relevance. \( Z_R \), \( C_TZ_R \), and \( S_TZ_R \) are all in the fifth grouping, suggesting that encoding document type with color or shape does not hinder perception of size as document relevance.

To summarize, among the six non-redundant two-dimensional codes examined, each presenting two possible types of interference, we have found only two cases in which one code interferes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Point with Mean Time Below:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_RZ_R )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.5 — Tukey HSD Ordering:
Mean Times for All Codes with Tasks Involving Document Relevance
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 123
with perception of another encoding. Both cases involve the same code, $S_RZ_T$. Thus we see that use of size to convey document type interferes with perception of shape as document relevance, and, conversely, use of shape to encode document relevance interferes with perception of size as document type. We observed no such interference with the reverse encoding, $S_TZ_R$.

In our analysis of seven codes conveying type, described in section 5.1.1, we found that shape and size codes yield performance that is not significantly different from each other, though both are significantly slower than color. In conveying relevance, we found shape to be significantly faster than size. We see no pattern in the earlier results that suggests an explanation for the interference we found. However, participants voiced strong preference for codes involving color and also frequently commented on the difficulty of tasks for the last six design points, using non-redundant multidimensional codes. Participant frustration with these displays may explain why $S_RZ_T$ and $S_TZ_R$ produced the slowest performance, but does not explain the interference observed with the first of these encodings. The key may lie in results on user ratings for ease of use, discussed in Section 5.1.

Despite its apparent power to speed task completion, we did not find that color codes interfere with either shape or size encoding of either document type or document relevance. Our results differ from previous studies by Christ (1975, 1984), Luder and Barber (1984), and Umbers and Collier (1990), who found that color interferes with perception of all achromatic codes and with perception of shape and size in particular. Our different outcome may be due to the exact colors, shapes, and sizes used in our study, or to differences in tasks performed by participants in the studies.

### 5.2 Responses to Question 1: Ease of Use

As we did for mean time to task completion, we performed three separate one-way anovas using participant responses to each of the two subjective questions as the dependent variable. The first question was “How hard is it to use this visualization?” Responses ranged from 1 as Very Hard to 5 as Very Easy, so that higher values imply greater perceived ease of use. Subjective rating is already a single variable and cannot be distributed among types of tasks, so there is no further breakdown for non-redundant two-dimensional codes.

#### 5.2.1 Responses to Question 1 for Codes Conveying Document Type

We again rejected the null hypothesis ($F = 26.84$, $p = 0.0001$) that participants found the seven codes equally easy to use and moved to the multiple range test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Point:</th>
<th>$C_T$</th>
<th>$S_TZ_T$</th>
<th>$C_T$</th>
<th>$C_TZ_T$</th>
<th>$S_TZ_T$</th>
<th>$S_T$</th>
<th>$Z_T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Response:</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.6 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering:
Responses to Question 1 for Codes Conveying Document Type (Nominal Data)

Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 0.878
Once again the Tukey’s HSD test shows the four design points involving color were easier to use than all achromatic codes. Design points STZT and ST do not differ significantly from each other but are more difficult to use than the first group, while ZT stands alone as the most difficult to use. This is in contrast to our earlier finding in section 5.1.1 that ZT and ST yield equal performance times, with the slight (but not significant) edge to ZT. Thus, we obtain the following ranking, based on perceived difficulty of using the seven codes for document type:

### Ranking of Unidimensional Codes Conveying Document Type, Based on Ease of Use:

- Color < Shape < Size

This ranking differs from our earlier finding in section 5.1.1, when time to task completion was the criterion:

- Color < Size ≤ Shape

Participant opinion is that using a display in which size to encodes document type is significantly more difficult that using one in which shape encodes document type. This may partly explain why use of shape to encode document relevance interferes with the already-difficult use of size to encode document type, discussed in section 5.1.3.1 above.

We again found little significant benefit to redundant encoding, though the combination of shape and size did yield significantly greater ease of use than did size alone. Rankings for the redundant codes conveying document type, resulting from the Tukey HSD test, are shown below.

### Ranking of Redundant Codes Conveying Document Type (Nominal Data) Based on Ease of Use:

- Color&Shape&Size ≤ Color&Shape ≤ Color&Size < Shape&Size

### 5.2.2 Responses to Question 1 for Codes Conveying Document Relevance (Quantitative Data)

As for the codes conveying document type, we rejected the null hypothesis ($F = 8.99, p = 0.0001$) that users found the seven codes conveying document relevance equally easy to use. We then again performed a multiple range test.

The four codes involving color were grouped as equally easy to use, as they were for type data. The unidimensional code with shape as document relevance is grouped with the redundant code using both shape and size, a pairing also seen in the codes conveying document type and paralleling the grouping by time, though the Question 1 relevance grouping also includes the triply redundant CRSRZR. Again, the unidimensional code with size as relevance is rated hardest to use, just as it held the last-place position by time to task completion. Rankings for ease of use, shown below, match those for relevance codes ranked by time to task completion.
Design Point: \( C_{R} \) \( C_{R}S_{R} \) \( C_{R}Z_{R} \) \( C_{R}S_{R}Z_{R} \) \( S_{R} \) \( S_{R}Z_{R} \) \( Z_{R} \)

Mean Response: 4.70 4.70 4.65 4.50 3.95 3.90 2.95

Figure 5.7 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering:
Responses to Question 1 for Codes Conveying Document Relevance (Quantitative Data)
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 0.6

Ranking of Unidimensional Codes Conveying Document Relevance (Quantitative Data) Based on Ease of Use:

Color < Shape < Size

Unfortunately, these results shed no light on the observed interference of perception of relevance encoded in shape by using size to encode type, discussed in sections 5.1.3.1 and 5.2.1.

Again we found little significant benefit to redundant encoding, though again the combination of shape and size to convey document relevance yielded significantly greater ease of use than did size alone. Rankings for the redundant codes conveying document type, resulting from the Tukey HSD test, are shown below.

Ranking of Redundant Codes Conveying Document Relevance (Quantitative Data), Based on Ease of Use:

Color&Shape ≤ Color&Size ≤ Color&Shape&Size
with
Color&Shape&Size ≤ Shape&Size

5.2.3 Responses to Question 1 for Codes Conveying Both Document Type & Document Relevance

We once again rejected the null hypothesis (\( F = 22.16, \ p = 0.0001 \)) that users found the codes equally easy to use. As in all previous analyses, results showed codes involving color grouped by the Tukey’s HSD test on user responses as easier to use than the two achromatic codes.
Responses to Question 1 for 2D Non-Redundant Codes Conveying Document Type and Document Relevance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Point:</th>
<th>$C_{T}S_{R}$</th>
<th>$C_{R}S_{T}$</th>
<th>$C_{T}Z_{R}$</th>
<th>$C_{R}Z_{T}$</th>
<th>$S_{T}Z_{R}$</th>
<th>$S_{R}Z_{T}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Response:</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.8 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering:
Responses to Question 1 for 2D Non-Redundant Codes Conveying Document Type and Document Relevance
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 1.032

5.3 Responses to Question 2: Likelihood of Use

The second question we asked participants was, “If you needed the information visualized, how likely would you be to choose this visualization?” Responses again ranged from 1 to 5, with 1 as Very Unlikely and 5 as Very Likely.

5.3.1 Responses to Question 2 for Codes Conveying Document Type

We rejected the null hypothesis ($F = 30.46, p = 0.0001$) that users rate use the seven codes equally likely and moved to the multiple range test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Point:</th>
<th>$C_{T}Z_{T}$</th>
<th>$C_{T}S_{T}$</th>
<th>$C_{T}S_{T}Z_{T}$</th>
<th>$C_{T}$</th>
<th>$S_{T}Z_{T}$</th>
<th>$S_{T}$</th>
<th>$Z_{T}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Response:</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.9 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering:
Responses to Question 2 for Codes Conveying Document Type (Nominal Data)
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 0.878

As for other tests, we see here a clear benefit to codes using color. However, we see here for the first time some indication that redundant codes are more effective than unidimensional codes, observing that the three redundant codes involving color [$C_{T}Z_{T}$, $C_{T}S_{T}$, and $C_{T}S_{T}Z_{T}$] all have similar means that are higher, though not significantly so, than the mean for color alone [$C_{T}$]. We
also see that the unidimensional color code is considered only equally likely to be used with the redundant code using shape and size [STZT].

5.3.2 Responses to Question 2 for Codes Conveying Document Relevance (Quantitative Data)

Once again, we rejected the null hypothesis (F = 27.70, p = 0.0001) and moved to multiple range tests, the results of which are shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Point:</th>
<th>CRSR</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>CRSZR</th>
<th>CRZR</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>SZR</th>
<th>ZR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Response:</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.10 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering: Responses to Question 2 for Relevance Codes
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 0.765

With the risk of Type I error at 1%, Tukey’s HSD showed that all four design points involving color are equally likely to be used, and more likely so than any achromatic code, while ZR was less likely to be used than any other encoding. Unlike the results for question 2 regarding codes for document type, we found no significant increase in likelihood of using a visualization because of redundant encoding.

5.3.3 Responses to Question 2 for Codes Conveying Both Document Type and Document Relevance

We rejected the null hypothesis (F = 25.88, p = 0.0001) that the six non-redundant two-dimensional codes are equally likely to be used and moved to the multiple range test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Point:</th>
<th>CTSR</th>
<th>CRS_T</th>
<th>C_TZR</th>
<th>C_RZ_T</th>
<th>S_TZR</th>
<th>S_RZ_T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Response:</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.11 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering: Responses to Question 2 for 2D Non-Redundant Codes
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 0.988
Tukey’s HSD showed all design points using color more likely to be used than achromatic codes, though the combination of color as document relevance with size as document type [C_RZ_T] is significantly less likely to be used than either code involving both color and shape [C_TSR and C_RS_T] and the code with shape as document relevance and size as document type [S_RZ_T] is least likely to be used, though not significantly less than the other achromatic code [S_TZ_R].

5.4 TEST OF CORRELATION BETWEEN QUESTIONS 1 AND 2

Observing similarities between participant response to the two questions, we performed a rank correlation test. As expected, the correlation is strong (\(\rho = 0.86917, p = 0.0001\)), suggesting that participants are more likely to choose visualizations they find easiest to use.

5.5 ANALYSIS FOR PARTICIPANT ERRORS

For both unidimensional and redundantly encoded design points, error rate was the proportion of trials in which the participant gave an incorrect answer in 12 trials for one design point (i.e., for the first experiment, the possible error rates are 0/12, 1/12, ..., 12/12). For non-redundant two-dimensional design points, we constructed four values for error rate, as we did for time, while error rate was proportional to only four trials for each filtering and integration grouping. Error rate was not continuous nor was it normally distributed, because many participants made no errors on a majority of design points, so that analysis of variance was not possible.

We then constructed Table 5.1, summarizing the number of trials for each design point (out of 240) in which an error was made. As we did for measurements of mean time to task completion and participant responses to our questions, we analyzed these measurements of error frequency in three groups: one group for all seven design points representing only document type, one group for all seven design points representing only document relevance, and one group for the six design points using non-redundant two-dimensional codes to represent both document type and document relevance. We began analysis with a Chi Square test for each group of proportions, to determine whether the proportions were equal across the group. For the seven codes conveying only document type, the Chi Square test showed a significant difference in error frequency among the codes (\(p = 0.001\)). We then moved to Fisher’s Exact Test with risk of Type I error at 1%. Fisher’s Exact Test calculates the probability that two proportions differ by chance. We then used Fisher’s Exact Test to establish the groupings shown below. Note that in these tests, there is a 1\% risk of Type I error in each comparison, unlike the Tukey HSD Test which distributes the risk of Type I error across all comparisons.
Table 5.1 Trials per Design Point in Which an Error was Made

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Point</th>
<th>Trials w/Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>S_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Z_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C_T S_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C_T Z_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>S_T Z_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>C_T S_T Z_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>S_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Z_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>C_R S_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>C_R Z_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>S_R Z_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>C_R S_R Z_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>C_T S_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>C_R S_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>C_T Z_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>C_R S_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>S_T Z_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>S_R Z_T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ranking by error frequency of unidimensional graphical codes conveying type, established by Fisher’s Exact Test, is as follows:

\[
\text{Color} \leq \text{Shape} \leq \text{Size}
\]

The ranking by error frequency of two- and three-dimensional redundant graphical codes conveying type is

\[
\text{Color&Shape} \leq \text{Color&Size} \leq \text{Shape&Size} \leq \text{Color&Shape&Size}
\]

Note that all four redundant codes yield fewer errors than the three unidimensional codes. While the difference between \(C_T S_T Z_T\) and \(Z_T\) is not quite significant, it is nearly so (\(p = 0.011\)). A further test comparing the proportion of errors for all redundant codes conveying document type to those for all non-redundant codes conveying document type revealed a significant difference favoring redundant codes, with the two-tailed FET = 0.0000929.

As for the codes conveying document type, for the seven codes conveying only document relevance, the Chi Square test again showed a significant difference in error frequency among the codes (\(p = 0.001\)). We then used Fisher’s Exact Test to establish the groupings shown below.
For unidimensional codes conveying document relevance, the ranking by error frequency is

\[
\text{Color} < \text{Shape} \leq \text{Size}
\]

For redundant two- and three-dimensional codes conveying document relevance, the ranking produced is

\[
\text{Color&Shape} \leq \text{Color&Size} \leq \text{Color&Shape&Size} < \text{Shape&Size}
\]

We again compared the proportion of errors for all redundant codes conveying document relevance to that for all non-redundant codes conveying document relevance. The result showed a significant benefit to redundant codes \(p = 0.00000369\).

Examining the six non-redundant two-dimensional codes conveying both type and relevance, we found significant differences among the proportions of errors \(p = 0.001\). We then used Fisher’s Exact Test to establish the groupings shown in Figure 5.14. While the difference between \(\text{CTZ}_T\) and \(\text{CRZ}_T\) is not significant, it is nearly so \(p = 0.018\).

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{Design Point:} & \text{CTS}_R & \text{CRS}_T & \text{CTZ}_R & \text{CRZ}_T & \text{STZ}_R & \text{SZT}_T \\
\text{Trials with Errors:} & 18 & 24 & 27 & 46 & 57 & 68 \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 5.14 — Fisher’s Exact Test of Proportions of Trials with Errors for Codes Conveying Both Document Type and Document Relevance

\(\text{Alpha (per comparison)} = 0.01\)

5.6 **ANALYSIS FOR EXPERIMENT 2 — DISCRIMINABILITY TEST**

The second experiment was a test of the discriminability of icons used in the first experiment. The dependent variable was mean time for task completion. There were two goals in data analysis:

- to document the relative discriminability of the five sets of graphic devices (i.e., two sets of three colors, one set for document type and one set for document relevance; two sets of three shapes, one set for document type and one set for document relevance; and one set of sizes, used for both document type and document relevance) used in the first experiment.
- to document the relative discriminability of the elements (i.e., individual colors, shapes, and sizes) within each of the five sets.

As for the first experiment, our analysis was based on analysis of variance, supplemented with multiple range tests. Also as we did for the first experiment, we used the more conservative Tukey’s HSD test with risk of Type I error at 1%, rather than making Huynh-Feldt corrections to degrees of freedom.
To support analysis for the first goal, we constructed a mean from the times required for completion of all 15 tasks for each subject for each set of the five sets of graphic devices. Analysis of variance showed that the five sets of graphic devices were not equally discriminable ($F = 20.65$, $p = 0.0001$). The results of Tukey’s HSD test are shown below. Mean times are in ticks, or sixtieths of a second.

Type colors and relevance colors are not significantly different, though type colors were more quickly distinguished than any other set of devices. Relevance colors and relevance shapes were also equally distinguished. However, relevance colors were more quickly distinguished than either type shapes or sizes. The mean times for relevance shapes, type shapes, and sizes are not significantly different.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{Type Colors} & \text{Relevance Colors} & \text{Relevance Shapes} & \text{Type Shapes} & \text{Sizes} \\
C_T & C_R & S_R & S_T & Z_R/T \\
297.7 & 362.6 & 443.3 & 514.3 & 519.0 \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 5.15 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering: Mean Time for Five Sets of Graphical Devices
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 107.17

These results support our earlier finding that the two color codes used in these experiments were easier to use than any other codes. The first experiment produced different rankings for the relative effectiveness of shape and size: for encoding document type, size produced slightly (though not significantly) faster mean times than did shape, but for encoding document relevance, size was significantly slower. In particular, we note that the two sets of colors were equally discriminable, as were the two sets of shapes. The same sizes were used for both type and relevance and were as discriminable as the shapes, though less so than either set of colors.

Next, we used a multiple range test to examine the discriminability of, or time required to distinguish among, elements within each set of graphic devices. For all tests, the risk of Type I error (alpha) was set at 1%.
For type colors, Tukey’s HSD test showed the 3 colors to require equal times to distinguish:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Mean Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>292.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime</td>
<td>299.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>300.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.16 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering: Mean Time for Type Colors  
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 131.7

For relevance colors, the results of Tukey’s HSD test also showed no difference in discriminability:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Mean Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pale Orange</td>
<td>322.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pale Blue</td>
<td>333.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>431.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.17 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering: Mean Time for Relevance Colors  
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 131.7

Some difference in discriminability of relevance shapes was revealed by Tukey’s HSD test. In particular, finding diamonds required more time than stars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Mean Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Star</td>
<td>369.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle</td>
<td>442.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>518.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.18 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering: Mean Time for Relevance Shapes  
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 131.7
Results for type shapes, however, showed that these shapes required equal time to distinguish:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Book</th>
<th>Proceedings Article</th>
<th>Journal Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>476</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.19 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering: Mean Time for Type Shapes  
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 131.7

Finally, we found that the three sizes did not require equal time to distinguish, with the large circles recognized significantly faster than the medium circles. However, the small circles required time equal to both the largest and the medium size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Large</th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Medium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>424.5</td>
<td>442.0</td>
<td>518.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.20 — Tukey’s HSD Ordering: Mean Time for Sizes  
Alpha = 0.01, Minimum Significant Difference = 131.7
CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION OF EMPIRICAL RESULTS

6.1 COMPARISON OF RANKINGS

6.1.1 Rankings for Codes Conveying Nominal Data

We have produced five rankings for codes conveying document type (nominal data) in the course of this analysis, ranking by:

- mean time to task completion,
- frequency of errors during trials,
- responses to the question on ease of use (Q1),
- responses to the question on likelihood of use (Q2), and
- discriminability of the sets of graphical devices used in the codes.

These rankings, along with those of Mackinlay [1986] and Christ [1984], are shown in Table 6.1. Columns to the left of the vertical bar show rankings obtained from these studies, while those to the right are rankings from other studies. In comparing these rankings, we note that we use color as a single icon attribute, as does Christ. Mackinlay, on the other hand, separates color into three icon attributes: hue, saturation, and density, or relative darkness on a gray-scale. In Mackinlay’s rankings, each of these three icon attributes associated with color ranked ahead of shape and size. In the columns for Table 6.1, Q1 pertained to ease of use and Q2 to likelihood of use. The rightmost column pertains to accuracy on identification tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mackinlay</th>
<th>Christ Search Time</th>
<th>Christ Ident. Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We observe that our rankings by error frequency, discriminability, and responses to questions about ease of use and likelihood of use are the same and correspond exactly to those of Mackinlay. Kendall’s Tau, measuring correlation among these rankings, equals 1. For rankings of three items (n = 3), the only possible values for Kendall’s Tau are -1, -1/3, 1/3, and 1. Tau = 1 signifies perfect correlation. We note that with n = 3 (that is, rankings of only 3 items), testing Kendall’s Tau is not reliable because this test of correlation was designed for comparing rankings of larger sets of items, but Kendall’s Tau gives us some objective measure of similarities and differences among these small rankings.

Our ranking by mean time to task completion corresponds exactly to Christ’s rankings by time for visual search tasks and by accuracy for identification tasks, yielding Kendall’s Tau = 1 for these rankings, but Kendall’s Tau = 1/3 when comparing our ranking by time (and Christ’s) with our
rankings by error frequency, discriminability, and responses to Q1 and Q2 (and Mackinlay’s), indicating only partial agreement. Thus, we find that color is ranked as the most effective graphical device for conveying nominal data, across all rankings shown. The ordering of shape and size, however, differs among the rankings. Ranked by ease of use (Q1), likelihood of use (Q2), error frequency, and discriminability, as well as in Mackinlay’s ranking, shape ranks second, with size third. However, both of Christ’s measures and ours for time to task completion place size before shape in effectiveness.

The difference among our own rankings, as well as between those of Mackinlay and Christ, is not surprising, given the variety of measures of effectiveness used. We note, for example, the finding that redundant codes conveying document type do not consistently yield faster performance (see Section 5.1.1), but they do yield significantly fewer errors (see Section 5.5). Thus, designers should determine the relative importance of these measures of effectiveness in choosing among rankings to guide design decisions.

### 6.1.2 Rankings for Codes Conveying Quantitative Data

We have produced the same five rankings for codes conveying quantitative data that we produced for nominal data. These rankings, along with those of Mackinlay [1986], Christ [1984], and Cleveland and McGill [1984] [1985] are shown in Table 6.2. As for Table 6.1, Q1 pertains to user ratings for ease of use and Q2 to user ratings for likelihood of using each design point. The vertical bar separates our results from those of other studies. Again, in comparing these rankings, we note that we use color as a single icon attribute, as does Christ. Both Mackinlay and Cleveland and McGill, on the other hand, separate color into three icon attributes: hue, saturation, and density. In their rankings, each of these three icon attributes associated with color ranked above shape and size, as we show for color in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Ease of Use</th>
<th>Likelihood of Use</th>
<th>Discriminability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 — Rankings of Codes Conveying Quantitative Data

We observe that our rankings by time to task completion, error frequency, responses to Q1 and Q2, and discriminability are the same. Comparing our rankings, we find Kendall’s Tau = 1, signifying perfect correlation. However, our rankings do not correspond exactly with those of any of Mackinlay, Christ, or Cleveland and McGill.

Mackinlay and Cleveland and McGill agreed completely in their rankings, which suggest size as the most effective encoding for quantitative data, followed by color. Neither ranking suggested shape as an appropriate encoding for quantitative data, so we show it ranked third by both.
Kendall’s Tau measurement of agreement between our rankings and those of Mackinlay and Cleveland and McGill is -1/3, indicating more disagreement than agreement.

All of our rankings agree with Christ that color is the most effective graphical device for conveying quantitative data. However, we differ with Christ on the ordering of shape and size, in that we consistently rank shape as more effective than size, while Christ does the opposite. Comparing our rankings with Christ’s, Kendall’s Tau equals 1/3, indicating incomplete agreement between the rankings.

The disagreement between our rankings and those of both Mackinlay and Cleveland and McGill does not necessarily signify an error in any of these rankings. Rather, the disagreement reflects a fundamental difference in the nature of the tasks on which the rankings are based. Recall our comments in Section 2.4, regarding our reservations about the assumptions and tasks on which Cleveland and McGill based their rankings, which influenced Mackinlay. The graphical perception task used in their experiments required making a determination about a specific quantitative value or comparing exactly two graphical items in a display which did not contain extraneous data. Our experiments, on the other hand, required users to search a display and count only those items which met specified criteria, among a varying number of distractors. This, we believe, is a realistic representative task that users of large, complex visualization displays (such as Envision) are likely to perform. The difference in tasks used in these experiments reflects a fundamental difficulty in conducting empirical research of this kind: there is more than one way to identify a measurable task that accurately reflects use of a graphical presentation.

The reason our rankings differ from those of Christ is less clear, since the tasks used in our experiments are more similar to the visual search and counting identification tasks he described (see Section 2.1.1.1). However, Christ’s rankings were based on a meta-analysis of previous experiments, involving a wide variety of media. We believe the differences in our rankings may reflect differing degrees of discriminability between our codes and those of earlier studies, including those re-analyzed by Christ. We have found only one such study, that of Smith and Thomas [1964], which reports discriminability data.

### 6.2 Recommendations to Designers

Mackinlay’s [1986] rankings suggest that designers’ choices of graphical devices should vary, depending on the data represented (see Section 2.3). Cleveland and McGill [1984] [1985], on the other hand, are concerned only with graphical perception, which is, by definition, limited to quantitative data. Christ’s [1984] rankings ignore the type of data represented, focusing instead of the kinds of tasks performed.

We believe that the type of data represented should be less significant for designers choosing among rankings to guide design decisions than two other issues; namely:

- the exact nature of user tasks to be performed, and
- the most significant measure of effectiveness,

since variations in these choices lead to different conclusions about which rankings are best. As we have seen, no one study’s ranking of graphical devices for conveying nominal data accurately predicts performance by all measures, though this is not the case for codes conveying quantitative data. For quantitative data, our rankings correlate imperfectly with those of Christ [1984], whose research is from the vantage point of psychophysics, while our rankings differ more with those of Mackinlay [1986] and Cleveland and McGill [1984] [1985].
The difference between our rankings and those of both Mackinlay and Cleveland and McGill do not necessarily imply that either is wrong. Where counting identification tasks are required, we believe our rankings are applicable. However, if a graphical perception task is required pertinent (e.g., where users must extract precise quantitative data or make precise numerical comparisons between two graphical objects), we suggest that Cleveland and McGill, along with Mackinlay, provide better guidance. We also note that one encoding may yield faster results than another, but still be deemed more difficult to use and thus less likely to be used, as we have seen with icon shape and size when conveying nominal data (see Table 6.1). Thus, user preference may dictate choice of graphical devices where objective measures of performance alone are not the critical determinants of effectiveness.

Some designers are reluctant to use color codes, because of variability in computer displays and because of concern about color-impaired users. However, the clear power of color codes to improve both accuracy and speed of performance lead us to suggest that color codes should be used. The issue of computer display variability is a difficult one. One option is to allow users to select colors for themselves, but we also know research is underway to develop software tools that allow users to calibrate monitors so that colors displayed are true to originals, except where deviation is triggered to support user color impairments. Meanwhile, by treating color as a single variable, we believe it is possible to choose codes of a few colors (3-5) that can be distinguished by value alone, so that color-impaired users can perceive differences. We also believe it is appropriate to combine color with redundant use of another code, such as shape or texture, both to support color-impaired users and to improve results when the images must be printed on a monochrome or gray-scale printer, or color printouts are subject to photocopying. We note that redundant encoding offers the additional advantage of improving accuracy (see Section 5.5).

Because decisions about every detail of graphical code design impact user performance, from the exact size of icons to tiny variations in color attributes, we recommend that all complex information visualization displays be subject to frequent usability evaluation, exploring every level of design decision making.
CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Providing access to graphically encoded information requires attention to a range of human cognitive and perceptual activities, explored by researchers under at least three rubrics: psychophysics of visual search and identification tasks, graphical perception, and graphical language development. Research in these areas provides scientific guidance for design and evaluation of graphical codes which might otherwise be reduced to opinion and personal taste. However, literature (see Chapter 2, Related Research) offers inconclusive and often conflicting viewpoints, suggesting that further research is needed.

These studies provide empirical evidence regarding the relative effectiveness of icon color, icon shape, and icon size in conveying both nominal and quantitative data. While our studies consistently rank color as most effective, the rankings differ for shape and size. For nominal data, icon shape ranks ahead of icon size by all measures except time for task completion, which places shape behind size. For quantitative data, we found, by all measures, that encodings with icon shape are more effective than with icon size. For both nominal and quantitative data, we found significantly greater accuracy in responses when redundant codes are used. However, we conclude that the nature of tasks performed and the relative importance of measures of effectiveness are more significant than the type of data represented for designers choosing among rankings.

Although we used a digital library as the test bed for experimentation, results are pertinent to any complex information visualization display involving large quantities of nominal and quantitative data, including weather displays, command and control information displays, air traffic control displays, and other target acquisition systems. Information regarding effectiveness of graphical devices is broadly applicable to designers of statistical graphs and iconic displays in determining how to present data to users.

Further studies of this type are needed to empirically compare effectiveness of other graphical devices suggested by authors such as Christ [1984], Cleveland and McGill [1984] [1985], and Mackinlay [1986]. Other graphical devices which might be studied include, among others: texture, flash rate, letters and digits, and orientation or angle. It also seems worthwhile to confirm the effectiveness of position encoding in the context of information visualization displays.

Additional studies are needed to determine the number of graphical devices that can be used simultaneously — that is, to determine how many non-redundant codes users can process at once to extract information. Our usability evaluation of Envision has shown user success in integrating and filtering information from three-dimensional codes, where color and icon label redundantly represent relevance, and the x- and y-axes convey different document attributes, such as author name and publication year. However, results of this study for the six non-redundant two-dimensional design points suggest that users find use of these codes difficult and undesirable, and that they pay a significant price in both time to task completion and increased errors when using these codes.

Our study did not address issues pertaining to partially redundant three-dimensional graphical codes, those in which two graphical device both represent one data type while a third graphical device represents the other data type. As for non-redundant two-dimensional graphical codes, tasks for partially redundant three-dimensional codes may be integration or filtering tasks. These design points are left for future study. Results of integration tasks might be compared with those of tasks
involving the same graphical devices with the same semantics where only one graphical encoding is present (e.g., results from displaying shape as type and size as relevance, with color uncoded, would be compared to results from displaying shape as type, with both color and size uncoded, and to those from displaying size as relevance, with both shape and color uncoded). Results of filtering tasks where both data types are encoded might be compared with use of the same graphical devices to represent the same data types where only a single graphical encoding is used. That is, the same comparisons would be made as for the conjunction search, with different results expected. While worthwhile, this study would not be expected to yield rankings by effectiveness. Even if such rankings were produced, their value is unclear since design decisions are likely to be driven by less complex user tasks. The primary insights gained would be closer to the realm of psychophysics than to user interface design.

In summary, the range of further empirical studies in this area is virtually limitless. Such research will continue to produce results that inform the design of information visualization systems by empirically derived guidelines, rather than personal opinion.
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